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Problems and Needs Cover Sheet 

WIVB Early Wake Up  Monday through Friday  4:30am-6:00am 

WIVB Wake Up   Monday through Friday  6:00am-7:00am 

WIVB News 4 at Noon  Monday through Friday  12:00pm-12:30pm 

WIVB News 4 at Four  Monday through Friday  4:00pm-5:00pm  

WIVB News 4 at Five  Monday through Friday  5:00pm-6:00pm 

WIVB News 4 at Six  Monday through Friday  6:00pm-6:30pm 

WIVB News 4 at Eleven  Monday through Sunday 11:00pm-11:35pm 

WIVB Weekend Wake Up Saturday & Sunday  6:00am-8:00am 

WIVB News 4 at Six Weekend  Saturday & Sunday  6:00pm-7:00pm 

 

In the 1st Qtr of 2016, our station aired extensive programming that addressed many areas of concern 

and interest to the residents of Buffalo, New York. These areas are represented below: 

Crime 

Government 

Education 

Economy 

Health/Medical 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CRIME 

RESPONSE: 

 

News 4 1/1/16  6pm News  1:50 

 

An incredible video has been released of a man stopping an armed robbery in the Town of 

Tonawanda. The suspect is behind bars and charged with three separate robberies. The man 

jumped into action without hesitation when he saw the robbery happening. The suspect was 

treated for a head injury and released into police custody. As for the man who stopped the 

robbery, police say he acted within the law. 

 

News 4 1/4/16  6am Wake Up  :50 

 

49 people have to find new homes today in Niagara Falls after a man set their homes on fire. 

The suspects have been arrested and accused of starting the fires on Niagara Street. 

Investigators say he has a criminal history and the arson was targeted at a specific person who 

lived in the home. 

 

News 4 1/6/16  6pm News  :50 

 

Authorities say Jerome Wingfield set fire to a boarding house on New Year’s Day. Police say 

they’ve tied him to a shooting that happened more than a week before that fire. This fire 

displaced more than 30 people from their homes in Niagara Falls. He will be arraigned on 

attempted murder charges and weapons charges in Niagara Falls City Court.  

 

News 4 1/25/16 11pm News  :25 

 

A Buffalo woman has been indicted in a murder case in Cheektowaga. The 47 year old is 

accuses of beating to death her boyfriend. Police found his body inside a house on Princess 

Drive. She’s charged with 2nd degree murder. 

 

News 4 1/26/16 6am Wake Up  :25 

 

Buffalo Police have put a plea in for your tips. They’ve arrested 12 suspects in drug raids across 

in WNY. Officers found drugs, guns and more than $10,000 in cash. Police say the raids are 

part of an on-going mission to crack down on drugs. Police want you to watch for things that are 

suspicious.  

 

 

 



 

News 4 1/26/16 Noon News  :50 

 

Jamestown Police say a child was wounded after several shots were fired into a home. The 

shooting happened around 9:30 on East 2nd Street. Police are not sure if this was a drive by 

shooting. Police are still investigating and won’t release many details. Sources say the child was 

not shot in the head. 

 

News 4 1/26/16 Noon News  :20 

 

Police hope you can help them solve a holdup at a credit union in North Buffalo. Police tell us 

the man in these pictures robbed the Summit Federal Credit Union on Delaware Ave. He was 

wearing a gray hooded sweatshirt and Texas Longhorn baseball cap. 

 

News 4 2/1/16  5pm News  :25 

 

Jamestown Police have identified a suspect in the shooting of 10 year old child. Investigators 

say the suspect is being held on charges in a separate case. Police are still looking into who 

fired shots at the apartment building on East Second Street. The child survived and is 

recovering.  

 

News 4 2/17/16 11pm News  :20 

 

Police say they found 167 bags of suspected fentanyl after raiding a home in Buffalo. Authorities 

arrested a 28 year old. Fentanyl is a synthetic opiate stronger than heroin. Police say they also 

found cash.  

 

News 4 2/17/16 11pm News  :20 

 

Buffalo police say the death of a 1 year old girl was an accident. She was found unresponsive in 

water at a home in Riverside. First responders rushed the girl to women and children’s hospital 

where she later died. Police are still looking into the drowning. 

 

News 4 2/22/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

We hope to learn more today about what led to a murder suicide in Ontario County. Police in 

Geneva say when they arrived at smoke shop, they found 2 victims on the ground. One died at 

the scene, the other died at the hospital. They haven’t released the victim’s names. 

 

News 4 2/22/16 11pm News  :20 

 

Syracuse police say they have arrested the father accused in the disappearance of his 21 

month old daughter. An amber alert is still in effect tonight for Maddox Lawrence. Her father, 

Ryan Lawrence was arrested in Baldwinsville, where authorities say he was trying to buy a 

comforter. Again an amber alert is still in effect.  



 

News 4 2/23/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

A social worker in Orchard Park might be punished for pushing a 68 year old resident to the 

ground and kicking them. The attack was caught on camera. She could be charged with 

endangering the welfare of an incompetent or physically disabled person. 

 

News 4 2/23/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

A man from Niagara Falls was killed by being stabbed to death. It happened around Hyde Park 

near Lafayette around 10pm. He died at the hospital. 

 

News 4 3/9/16  6am Wake Up  1:50 

 

A couple accused of animal cruelty in Farmersville will wait to face those 24 charges. They used 

to own Painted Meadow Farm which the SPCA raided last month. Workers found more than 

6,000 animals. Protestors are staged outside of the courthouse demanding the couple pay the 

price and stay away from animals. 

 

News 4 3/9/16  5pm News  1:50 

 

There is an IRS phone scam hitting WNY. Attorney General Eric Schneiderman says WNY’ers 

are losing tens of thousands of dollars a week to these rip offs. The crooks are using new 

technology to “spoof” their calls. The Attorney General is pleading with people to hang up on 

phone calls demanding money and threatened jail time. 

 

News 4 3/9/16  5pm News  :20 

 

The non-jury trial for a Cheektowaga man accused of killing two people started today. The 23 

year old Christopher Perkins is facing murder and attempted murder charges from two years 

ago. 

 

News 4 3/14/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

A family in Buffalo wants answers after someone gunned down their teenage daughter. A 15 

year old girl died after being shot during a drive by Saturday night. Police have not released any 

information about the case. 

 

News 4 3/14/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

A shooting happened on Glendale Place. A 17 year old is in serious condition at ECMC and a 

20 year old was also taken to the hospital, no word yet on his condition. No details have been 

released. 

 

 



 

News 4 3/14/16 6pm News  :25 

 

A grand jury will decide if charges should be filed in a deadly shooting in the Falls.28 year old, 

Elijah Little was shot and killed near Niagara Falls High School. Police say the 911 call came 

from the shooter’s apartment. Investigators are still looking through evidence. 

 

News 4 3/23/16 6am Wake Up  :25 

 

A federal grand jury has indicted 16 members of the Kingsman Motorcycle Club. Ten of them 

are from Western New York. They face a number of charges including drug trafficking and 

racketeering. This all steams from double murder of two Kingsman Club Members in North 

Tonawanda in September of 2014.  

 

 

GOVERNMENT & DEVELOPMENT 

RESPONSE: 

News 4 1/1/16  5pm News  :20 

Niagara Falls Mayor, Paul Dyster was sworn in once again today. This marks his 3rd term in 

office in the Cataract City. He survived a challenge from Republican candidate, John Accord. Lt 

Governor, Hochul was on hard to speak at his swearing in.  

News 4 1/1/16  5pm News  :20 

Mark Poloncarz started the beginning of his second 4-year term today. He was joined by Lt Gov 

Kathy Hochul, Congressman Brian Higgins and a number of other elected officials. The 

ceremony was held in the court house of old Erie County Hall.  

News 4 1/4/16  6am Wake Up  :55 

Presidential candidates are focusing on the White House, President Obama’s plans to close the 

gun show loophole is bringing more controversy. The President wants to strengthen background 

checks on gun sales. Clinton & Sanders support the proposal, Republicans claim an executive 

action would reach too far and they would reverse it if they win the election.  

News 4 1/8/16  6pm News  :30 

Emanuel Lutchman is charged with attempting to provide material support to ISIS and planned a 

terror attack in Rochester. The FBI says he talked with paid informants about killing people in 

the name of the terrorist network.  

 

 



 

News 4 1/19/16 6am Wake Up  :30 

The Iowa caucuses are 2 weeks away. Trump and Cruz are still the frontrunners for the 

Republicans. Both candidates are still attacking each other as Trump continues to lead the poll 

numbers. Both have several stops before they reach Iowa. 

News 4 1/25/16 11pm News  2:45 

Neighbors in Hamburg want to make a stretch of Rt 20 safer for everyone. Families believe 

these tragedies can be avoided. DOT officials says it could take three years if they have to 

acquire land to widen the road but if they find that simply re-striping the road so it has a left turn 

lane is good enough, that could start this summer. A final plan should be announced in about a 

month. 

News 4 1/26/16 6am Wake Up  2:00 

Voters presented their questions to the candidates seeking the Democratic Presidential 

nomination. Martin O’Malley urged voters to hold strong to their caucuses as Americans search 

for a new leader. Sanders kicked off the debate with lots of questions about his healthcare plan 

while Clinton was confronted by voters with some brutal concerns about her candidacy.  

News 4 2/1/16  11pm News  1:50 

CBS News projects GOP Presidential candidate Ted Cruz is the winner of the Iowa Caucuses. 

A victory in Iowa doesn’t guarantee the winner of their party’s nomination. It also looks like 

voters are leaning towards Hilary Clinton.  

News 4 2/4/16  Noon News  1:45 

Sanders & Clinton are getting ready for their first head to head debate in New Hampshire. It’s 

the first head to head debate since O’Malley dropped out of the race. About 40% of voters in 

New Hampshire are not registered in any political party. 

News 4 2/9/16  11pm News  2:00 

Trump and Sanders have declared victory in New Hampshire. CBS News projects Kasich will 

finish in 2nd place. Trump won with broad support from independent voters. The next contests 

take place on 2/20 with the democratic caucus in Nevada and GOP primary in South Carolina.  

News 4 2/16/16 6am Wake Up  :25 

The contenders are stepping up their attacks. Trump continues to bash the Bush family as 

George Bush joins his brother’s side. On the Democratic side, Clinton & Sanders are pushing 

for votes in Nevada. 

News 4 2/16/16 11pm News  1:30 

The President says he will nominate replacement in due time. Justice Scalia died on Saturday in 

Texas during a hunting trip. His funeral will be held at 11am Saturday at the National Shrine of 



 

the Immaculate Conception. The mass will be open to friends and family members with a private 

burial. Senate Republicans say the task of finding a replacement should fall on the next 

President. 

 

News 4 2/18/16 6am Wake Up  1:50 

Senator Schumer says heroin and talk are both far too cheap. He’s calling on congress to take 

real action to curb the heroin, opiate and prescription drug problem here in Buffalo. He is 

meeting with families who have been touched by these drugs. He is calling congress to help our 

local communities and prevent future overdoses. 

News 4 2/18/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

President Obama will soon make a historic trip to Cuba. We expect to hear official travel plans 

from the White House concerning exactly when and where. The 2 countries have been trying to 

commit to diplomatic relations since late 2014. 

News 4 3/9/16  6am Wake Up  1:30 

It took all night to tally up the votes in the primary but Sanders is celebrating a big win. He took 

Michigan which was a critical battleground state but Clinton still has more delegates. Though 

this win is a serious blow to the Clinton’s campaign. He plans on using this momentum to 

continue his gain on Clinton. 

News 4 3/9/16  11pm News  :20 

Poloncarz says the funding would supplement the county’s existing lead programs and expand 

their reach into more communities. The additional money would go towards more investigate 

and nursing staff. It would also replace more windows. The proposal would have to be approved 

by the county legislature. 

News 4 3/14/16 6am Wake Up  1:10 

The violence at the Donald Trump rallies has his democratic opponents talking tough. This 

dominated the discussion as Senator Sanders and Clinton discussed the topics in Ohio. They 

talked about what people are doing at the rallies and why they believe motivates it. They are 

fighting in town hall meetings due to the major primary being held in Ohio.  

News 4 3/14/16 6pm News  :15 

The Erie County Sheriff’s Office will be stepping up patrols for St. Patrick’s day weekend. They 

will be on the lookout for drivers impaired by drugs and alcohol as well as distracted drivers. 

Sheriff’s deputies will have check points set up around the county starting on Thursday. 

 

 



 

News 4 3/23/16 6am Wake Up  :45 

On the Democratic side, frontrunner Clinton took the big prize with a win in the Arizona Primary. 

Sanders did claim victory in Utah and Idaho caucuses. Frontrunner Trump scored an easy 

primary in Arizona, while senator Cruz won big in the Utah caucus, claiming all 40 delegates.  

News 4 3/25/16 6am Wake Up  1:00 

Trump and Cruz continued their war of words, now the frontrunner is feeling the heat from 

across party lines. The feud continues to get uglier. The GOP leaders are calling for a more civil 

campaign. The feud has started with their wives now after pictures of both their wives were 

posted online. His favorability with women overall stands at 19 percent. 

News 4 3/28/16 5pm News  :40 

There has been a shooting at the nation’s capital. An officer was shot at the visitor center but 

not seriously hurt. The shooter was taken down and has been arrested. The White House was 

also under a lockdown. 

EDUCATION 

RESPONSE: 

News 4 1/1/16  5pm News  :25 

If you or your child is planning to attend college this year, it’s time to fill out forms for financial 

air. January 1st is the first day you can submit the “FAFSA” form. You could miss out on 

scholarships or grant money if you wait. Students must submit the FAFSA to get any financial 

aid awards.  

News 4 1/4/16  6am Wake Up  :25 

The state has a new program to help with debt from student loans called “Get on your Feet”. It’s 

for recent graduates who live in the state. Graduates who are approved could have up to 2 

years of payments on their student loans, forgiven. There are income requirements too. The 

state says more than 2500 people have already signed up to apply for this program.  

News 4 1/18/16 11pm News  :30 

We are still learning about how 3 students died inside our their home near SUNY Geneseo. 

Detectives are treating the case as a double murder and a suicide. They believe one student 

killed his ex-girlfriend and her friend and then killed himself. 

News 4 1/26/16 11pm News  2:50 

Could you learn to use a computer at the age of 91? Niagara County Community College offers 

anyone over the age of 60, 1 free college course per semester. ECC and UB are offering 



 

something similar but only for those seniors who want to sit in on a class and not get college 

credit.   

News 4 1/28/16 6am Wake Up  :50 

Sorority life won’t be as active at Duke University, one member is in the hospital after a rush 

event, where she drank too much alcohol. School leaders say she will be okay but they 

suspended any major sorority events for the time being. They are only allowed to do sisterhood 

events, chapter meetings and community service activities.  

News 4 1/28/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

Stanford and Harvard stand above the rest when it comes to donations. They each received 

more than one billion last year. The council for aid to education shows that’s more than any 

other US college. 2015 was a record year for University donations. Donations totaled more than 

$40 billion. 

News 4 1/29/16 6am Wake Up  1:20 

A disturbing event took place on a Frontier school bus yesterday. A new part time bus driver 

showed a sexually explicit you tube video to his students after his morning bus run. Students 

reported the bus driver to officials and the school dismissed the employee, who has not yet 

been named.  

News 4 2/1/16  5pm News  1:45 

The future of football at Fredonia High School is up in the air. Fewer players are signing up to 

play and the district is trying to decide what to do. 

News 4 2/9/16  11pm News  2:00 

The future is looking brighter for football players in Fredonia. This merger just about doubles 

Fredonia’s team. The district is worried that’s not enough to safely field a team, the merger 

would be between Westfield-Brocton. Only the board president is against it.  

News 4 2/16/16 6pm News  1:15 

Lewiston Elementary School was let early 15 minutes early due to severe weather. The record 

breaking snow in Buffalo made it a late morning decision to let out early. Making calls about 

cancellations and delays isn’t always easy.  

News 4 2/17/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

Niagara University’s Dean of Students won’t be returning to work. She has been placed on 

administrative leave while investigators looked into a reported mishandling of a sexual assault 

on campus. The University says she has been cleared of any wrong doing despite the findings 

she will not return to campus. 

 



 

News 4 2/22/16 6am Wake Up  1:10 

There is an investigation into how a senior at Buffalo State died. His family is talking for the first 

time about losing him. His sudden death is a tragedy. They are looking into off-campus hazing. 

Detectives are investigating how this tragic death happened but interviewing follow classmates 

and witnesses. The family has retained a lawyer. 

News 4 2/22/16 Noon News  :25 

Students at Niagara University forced school leaders to cancel classes in one building. Three of 

them got sick during class, they said they felt nauseous, light-headed and felt like they were 

going to pass out. The students are fine now, air quality tests came back negative for carbon 

monoxide poisoning but the school cancelled classes just to be safe.  

News 4 2/22/16 6pm News  2:00 

The family of the Buffalo State student who died on campus has hired a retired FBI agent to 

investigate the case. He reportedly ingested something which caused him to be ill. Buffalo State 

has since suspended the Alpha Phi Alpha chapter, which stated it strictly prohibits hazing of any 

kind.  

News 4 3/9/16  Noon News  :40 

More than 2 dozen students for Niagara Falls are heading to Washington DC, they’ll be on the 

South lawn of the White House as President Obama welcomes the Canada’s Prime Minister. 

The students filled a bus at the high school earlier this morning.  

News 4 3/9/16  6pm News  2:00 

A Buffalo public school teacher is on a mission to get her students to read more. She teaches 

English as a new language to refugee students at the Native American Magnet School. She is 

hoping to raise enough money to get her kids new books once a month. 

News 4 3/10/16 6am Wake Up  :55 

A BOCES program is looking at a vacant building on 6th Street that could be a new location for 

the school. After a 2 year process, the clinic got the green light from the state to open and filed a 

letter of intent with the city. City leaders believe BOCES would be a perfect fit for the 

community. 

News 4 3/14/16 6am Wake Up  :40 

Some lawmakers are working on a bill that would give parents paid time off for school relative 

activities with their children. The measure would allow parents to take up to 3 days of paid time 

off each year. The proposal would update the “Family-School and Partnership Act”. The 

measure would not apply to small businesses. 

 



 

News 4 3/14/16 6pm News  2:00 

The UB’s Men’s & Women’s basketball team won the MAC tournament this weekend and are 

now headed to the NCAA tournament. Both teams are excited for the opportunity. They will both 

be facing tough competition. We wish them good luck. 

News 4 3/14/16 11pm News  :30 

The women’s team at St. Bonaventure University is also celebrating. They won the 10 seed spot 

and will face Oklahoma in the NCAA tournament. The men’s team missed the opportunity, they 

are the first team to miss the dance with a conference championship. 

News 4 3/23/16 6am Wake Up  1:05 

Members of the SUNY Geneseo hockey team are remembering their murdered teammate. They 

are getting ready to compete in the Frozen Four tournament. The teams final opponent to get to 

the tournament was powerhouse Plattsburgh. The Knights will leave today for the tournament in 

Lake Placid. 

ECONOMY 

RESPONSE: 

News 4 1/1/16  5pm News  :20 

Gas prices are staying low. The national average price at the gas pump is below $2 a gallon. 

That’s the cheapest price for fuel on New Year’s day since 2009. AAA warns prices could jump 

about $.50 next month. 

News 4 1/5/16  6am Wake Up  :30 

Not a good start to the year on Wall Street. Investors are hoping today brings better things. 

They are worried about new signs of a slowdown. The market fell by 7%. They are worried 

about tensions between Saudi Arabia and Iran.  The Dow dropped 276 points, Nasdaq fell 104 

points. 

News 4 1/5/16  6am Wake Up  :20 

Minimum wage workers at State Universities can look forward to a boost in their paychecks. 

Governor Cuomo plans to raise the minimum wage for 30,000 employees. They make $9 an 

hour right now. He announced an increase to $15 by the year 2021.  

News 4 1/8/16  5pm News  :15 

The US Job market ended the year on a high note. American employers added more than 2.5 

million jobs in 2015. It was the second best year for job gains since 1999. 



 

News 4 1/8/16  6pm News  :45 

The Dow lost 1079 points, that’s a 6% drop for the week. There has never been this big of a 

plunge to start the new year. The nose dive continued despite a strong US jobs report. Investors 

are worried about the Chinese economy, oil prices have continued to drop.  

News 4 1/26/16 6am Wake Up  :25 

Disney is being sued by former employees who they claimed were replaced by illegal foreign 

workers. They were working IT jobs before being laid off last year. They were given 90 days to 

train their foreign replacements. Management told them if they didn’t, they wouldn’t receive their 

bonuses or severance pay. Around 300 workers also lost their jobs. Disney won’t respond.  

News 4 1/26/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

McDonald’s is crediting a jump in sales by more than 5% to their new all day breakfast. This is 

the 2nd consecutive quarter McDonald’s has seen domestic same-store sales growth. Investors 

are loving it as well.  

News 4 2/1/16  5pm News  :25 

Yahoo will be doing layoffs. Wall Street Journal reports those cuts could amount to 15% of the 

11,000 employees. Officials are declining to comment. It’s unclear if it will affect Yahoo’s data 

center in Lockport. 

News 4 2/2/16  6am Wake Up  :20 

Apple was not on top of the stock market for a brief period of time. Google’s parent company 

made some big gains on Monday. Google is rebounding from subpar investments such as Nest, 

Verily and Google Fiber. 

News 4 2/4/16  6am Wake Up  :20 

Ford employees across the pond are waking up with news that they’ll be out of a job. The 

automaker hopes to save $200 million with this decision. The company will phase out it’s less 

profitable models. Ford offered about 10,000 of their salaried employees buyouts. 

News 4 2/9/16  11pm News  :20 

President Obama’s budget for the new mission of the Niagara Falls Reserve Station includes 

$25.5 million to bring back K-C 135 refueling tankers. It still needs approval from Congress 

before it takes effect on 10/1. The new tankers could be here by late summer or early fall. 

News 4 2/17/16 11pm News  2:00 

Bidding is once again open for Buffalo’s tallest building, One Seneca Tower. This is the second 

time the building has been up for sale. The group who bought it is hoping to fetch a better price. 

First bids are due on Monday.  



 

News 4 2/18/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

A new survey shows many businesses are not keeping up with using the new technology. A 

management consulting firm found 37% of businesses have the equipment needed to read the 

cards. The chip technology is widely used in Canada and Europe.  

News 4 2/22/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

Gasoline prices are still falling in NYS. AAA shows we’re paying about $1.94 for regular. That’s 

down a couple cents from last week. National prices are going up though, which could indicate 

our future. The average across the country went up about 2 cents last week. 

News 4 3/15/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

New York private equity firm “Apollo” is acquiring grocery chain “The Fresh Market”. The deal is 

worth more than $1.3 billion. The Fresh Market has about 190 stores across the country. 

News 4 3/15/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

More than 50% of Americans either expect a tax refund or have already received one this year. 

A new survey from bankrate.com says 31% intend to save or invest the money while 27% say 

they’ll spend it on food or paying bills.  

News 4 3/23/16 6am Wake Up  :25 

Seneca Resorts and Casinos are looking for some employees. They are looking to fill both part-

time and full-time employees across all departments. They will be holding a job fair all 

afternoon.  

News 4 3/25/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

Air travel in the US is at an all-time high according to the Department of Transportation. Airlines 

carried almost 900 million passengers both domestically and internationally last year. That’s 5% 

higher than the previous year. 

News 4 3/28/16 5pm News  1:40 

We’re looking at snow savings. Mother Nature went easy on WNY for most of the winter, how 

much relief did that provide to taxpayers? The costs of battling those elements can be extremely 

high. What a difference a year makes from Snowvember of 2015. We are looking at the cost on 

local governments and how WNY’ers are keeping up with it. 

News 4 3/28/16 5pm News  :20 

Pumped up gas prices are rising again across the nation and here in WNY. Part of the reason 

for the rising prices is refineries switching over from a winter blend of gas to a different mixture 

for the spring and summer. Prices have gone up all over the country. 

 



 

New 4  3/28/16 5pm News  1:00 

We’re taking a closer look at a plan that could transform a popular part of canal side. 160,000 

people came for concerts last summer and that’s making the downtown destination look even 

better. They are hoping to rebuild the Central Wharf. This is a city owned property that’s 

managed by a private firm. The Central Wharf would bring together cultures and commerce. 

HEALTH/MEDICAL  

RESPONSE: 

 

News 4 1/5/16  6am Wake Up  1:05 

 

The medical marijuana program is set to being on Thursday, the patients who qualify must apply 

for a registry identification card and they’ll receive their medications at a state-regulated 

dispensary. The state gave five companies the green light to either manufacture or dispense the 

drug in New York. News 4 reached out to the health department to see how many New York 

doctors can legally prescribe medical marijuana but haven’t heard back.  

 

News 4 1/8/16  5pm News  :20 

 

President Obama has vetoed a measure that would have repealed his health care law. 

Legislation would have also cut federal funding for planned parenthood. The President’s veto 

was not a surprise. It’s one of many repeal measures pushed by Republican lawmakers since 

2010.  

 

News 4 1/25/16 11pm News  2:40 

 

The man known as “Doctor Feel Good” in Niagara Falls is going to prison. He admitted to 

writing thousands of illegal prescriptions for powerful painkillers. Authorities arrested Mehta 

back in 2011, he gave up his medical license about a month later. He pleaded guilty in May of 

last year. A judge sentenced the former doctor to spend two years behind bars and pay half a 

million dollars in fines.  

 

News 4 1/26/16 11pm News  :30 

 

Rural Metro is shedding light on the growing heroin problem in Erie County. They say their use 

of the lifesaving drug, Narcan has spiked over the years. In 2014, they used the drug more than 

650 times, that number jumped to more than 1100 times last year. EMT’s are also responding to 

more calls of overdoes in 2014.  

 

 

 



 

News 4 1/26/16 11pm News  1:05 

 

The CDC says there are more places that should be off limits to pregnant women. The Zika 

Virus is causing concerns around the world. This is a new mosquito-borne virus. Health officials 

are worried about pregnant women because there’s an alarming connection between the virus 

and babies being born with abnormally small heads. Airlines say they will allow customers 

concerned about the Zika Virus to cancel or postpone their trips if they’re flying into the affected 

areas.  

 

News 4 1/26/16 11pm News  :15 

 

The Red Cross needs your help tonight. Winter weather has cancelled more than 300 blood 

drives across 20 states this month alone. The Red Cross says the blood supply is getting low 

and they desperately needs donations.  

 

News 4 1/26/15 11pm News  :15 

 

ECMC has  new CEO, Dr Thomas Quatroche has worked at ECMC for 11 years. He most 

recently served as President of the Hospital, he replaces Richard Cleland who was fired back in 

November.  

 

News 4 2/1/16  5pm News  2:30 

 

Erie County is looking into what can be done to stop the growing heroin problem. For the first 

time, the new opioid epidemic task force is meeting here. Their mission is to get addicts the help 

they need before it’s too late. There were at least 201 heroin-related deaths in Erie County last 

year. That number is to double this year. 

 

News 4 2/4/16  6am Wake Up  :55 

 

The Flint water crisis has a lot of us talking about our water safety. We count on it to be clear 

and clean. News 4 investigates wondered whether the old water lines and the old homes here in 

WNY make us vulnerable. We did our own water  tests and will show the results. 

 

News 4 2/9/16  11pm News  2:00 

 

The heroin crisis in Erie County has taken another alarming turn. Health officials are issuing an 

emergency warning about a recent spike in overdoses. The Erie County Medical Examiner is 

looking into 23 deaths related overdoses. The DEA says nabbing sellers is a priority but they’re 

even more worried  and more and more people will keep dying from the deadly mix. 

 

 

 

 



 

News 4 2/16/16 6am Wake Up  :10 

 

Researchers found organic milk and meats contain about 50% more omega-3 fatty acids than 

conventional products. Doctors say Omega-3’s can improve cardiovascular health. 

 

News 4 2/16/16 6am Wake Up  :15 

 

People with chronic pain such as fibromyalgia may benefit from acupuncture. They say patients 

with at least nine consecutive weeks a acupuncture sessions reported significantly less pain 

even up to a year later.  

 

News 4 2/16/16 6am Wake Up  :15 

 

The Erie County Health Department says one person tested positive for the virus. The person 

traveled to El Salvador and showed these symptoms. Fever, rash and muscle pains can appear 

between 2 days and one week following infection. 

 

News 4 2/17/16 11pm News  1:00 

 

The FDA is asking potential donors who recently traveled to Zika infected areas to delay giving 

blood. There are no reports of the virus entering the US blood supply but federal officials aren’t 

taking any chances. There are dozens of other countries with cases in the Americas, the Pacific 

Islands and Africa. 

 

News 4 3/10/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

A new study finds children who are the youngest in their grade are more likely to be diagnosed 

with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder. Doctors say the age and maturity of the child should 

be considered when making a diagnosis. 

 

News 4 3/10/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

The first patient in the US to have a uterus transplant suffered a sudden complication and 

doctors had to remove the organ. She said she was doing ok and appreciates the prayers and 

good thoughts. The Cleveland Clinic says they will continue to move forward with the surgery in 

the future. 

 

News 4 3/10/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

Younger breast cancer patients have a better chance of survival if they are given cycles of 

chemo closer together. Researchers say it’s more effective if the drugs are given every 2 weeks 

rather than 3 weeks. They also found the regimen does not increase the risk of early 

menopause. 

 



 

News 4 3/15/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

You can blame your genes for high cholesterol. Genetically inherited high cholesterol is twice as 

common as they previously thought. That’s according to a study from the American Heart 

Association. One in every 250 Americans is now believed to suffer from the condition.  

 

News 4 3/15/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

Major news about smoking. A new study says the best way for most people to quit smoking is 

cold turkey. Smokers who preferred to quitting gradually were 25% more likely to keep their 

pledge if they gave up smoking all at once. 

 

News 4 3/23/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

Researchers say people who smoke pot for many years end up in lower paying, less skilled 

jobs. They tracked hundreds of children through adulthood. They found regular users ended up 

in a lower social class than their parents. 

 

News 4 3/25/16 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

Mammograms are now being used to test for heart disease. The calcium buildup in the breast 

during a digital mammogram can detect early buildup of plaque in the heart’s arteries.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTS 

JANUARY 2016 

 

FACE THE NATION 

 

01/03/16 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Reihan Salam, National 

Review (2); Jonathan Martin, The New York Times (2); Ruth Marcus, The Washington 

Post (2); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (2); Thomas Donilon, former National Security Advisor, 

Obama administration (3); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security Contributor, 

former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (3) 

 1) Topics include: President Obama’s series of executive actions on gun control; 

recruitment video released by al-Shabaab, an ISIS (ISIL/Daesh)-affiliated terror group, 

which includes a clip of Donald Trump / opinion that radical Islam is on a collision course 

with the West; what to expect from a Trump presidency / political correctness / use of 

nuclear weaponry as a last resort / spying on allies; contrasts and comparisons between 

Mr. Trump’s immigration plan and that of fellow Republic candidate Senator Ted Cruz; 

Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton / belief that Mrs. Clinton plays the 

“woman card” and is not liked as much by women as he is; plan to spend $2 million per 

week on political advertisements / New Year’s resolution to make the country great 

again 

 2) Topics include: Donald Trump / impact of Mr. Trump’s candidacy on the Republican 

Party / Mr. Trump’s decision to challenge Senator Cruz on immigration; presidential 

campaign of Senator Cruz; Mr. Trump’s decision to attack former President Bill Clinton 

and his record with women; recruitment video released by al-Shabaab, an ISIS 

(ISIL/Daesh)-affiliated terror group, which includes a clip of Mr. Trump; upcoming 

primaries / how Republican candidates react to Mr. Trump’s campaign; campaign of 

Senator Bernie Sanders and its impact on Mrs. Clinton 

 3) Topics include: political fallout after Saudi Arabia executed a cleric critical of the Sunni 

kingdom’s treatment of Shiites; news that Ramadi has been partially retaken by Iraqi 

forces; need for diplomatic and military focus to be in Syria; unique and unprecedented 

challenge posed by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh); prediction of the re-emergence of Afghanistan as 

an issue, due to gains made by the Taliban; reports that the United States is spying on 

Israeli officials 

 



 

01/10/16 Guests: Hillary Clinton, Democratic Presidential Candidate, former Secretary of State (1); 

Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Representative 

Paul Ryan (R-WI), Speaker of the House of Representatives (3) (6); Senator Rand Paul (R-

KY), Republican Presidential Candidate (4); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, CBS 

News Contributor (5); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (5); Ed 

O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5); Susan Page, USA Today (5) 

 1) Topics include: recent poll results indicating that her lead is slipping over fellow 

candidate Senator Bernie Sanders in Iowa; most recent batch of Mrs. Clinton’s e-mails 

released by the State Department when she was Secretary of State; differences 

between her and Senator Sanders’ positions on gun control, specifically the question of 

legal protection for gun manufacturers / response to Senator Sanders’ response that he 

represents a state with high gun ownership / how that differs from Senator Clinton’s 

work with Wall Street; Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump 

 2) Topics include: President Obama’s series of executive actions on gun control / 

Governor Christie’s position on gun control / support for the Second Amendment / 

National Rifle Association; questions concerning whether or not Senator Ted Cruz is 

eligible to be president; call for the Republican party to unite in order to defeat Hillary 

Clinton; heightened competition between Governor Christie and fellow candidate 

Senator Marco Rubio 

 3) Topics include: President Obama’s series of executive actions on gun control; reasons 

behind yesterday’s poverty summit in Columbia, SC; major policy differences among the 

Republican presidential candidates / relationship between the Republican Party and 

those who live in poverty 

 4) Topics include: upcoming Iowa caucus; “disconnect between many of the Republicans 

in Washington and the grass roots”; questions concerning whether or not Senator Ted 

Cruz is eligible to be president; Senator Paul’s sponsored legislation on auditing the 

Federal Reserve 

 5) Topics include: upcoming Iowa caucus / changing relationship between Mr. Trump 

and Senator Cruz / negative opinion establishment Republicans have of Mr. Trump; 

Speaker Ryan’s poverty summit in South Carolina; recent poll results indicating that her 

lead is slipping over fellow candidate Senator Bernie Sanders in Iowa / Mrs. Clinton’s 

refusal to not “take on Trump” / benefits of the “Bernie challenge” for Mrs. Clinton and 

the Democratic Party 

 6) Topics include: ways to combat the war on poverty / Speaker Ryan’s past mistake of 

referring to those on government assistance as takers 

 



 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

01/17/16 Guests: Hillary Clinton, Democratic Presidential Candidate, former Secretary of State (1); 

Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential Candidate (2); Senator Marco 

Rubio (R-FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (3); Governor John Kasich (R-OH), 

Republican Presidential Candidate (4); Robin Wright, Wilson Center, contributor, The 

New Yorker (5); Margaret Brennan, CBS News Foreign Affairs Correspondent (5); Gerald 

Seib, The Wall Street Journal (6); Tavis Smiley, Host, Tavis Smiley, PBS, author, “The 

Covenant with Black America - Ten Years Later” (6); Michael Gerson, The Washington 

Post (6); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (6) 

 1) Topics include: reaction from Republican presidential candidates to the prisoner 

exchange with Iran / question concerning the fate of former FBI agent Robert Levinson, 

still in Iran; gun control; high levels of lead in the Flint, Michigan water supply; claim that 

Democratic presidential candidate and Senator Bernie Sanders’ health care plan will 

dismantle the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”)   

 2) Topics include: Hillary Clinton’s relationship with Wall Street / opinion that Mrs. 

Clinton does not have a plan for paid family and medical leave; Senator Sanders’ tax 

plan; reaction to the Clinton campaign’s claim that his health care plan will dismantle 

the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”); reasons why Senator Sanders believes that he is 

the more electable candidate; his view that Donald trump is a pathological liar 

 3) Topics include: reaction to the prisoner exchange with Iran / criticism of Iran for how 

they treated the ten American sailors whose boat wandered into Iranian waters; threat 

posed by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / role of terrorism on the immigration debate / belief that ISIS 

(ISIL, Daesh) has an understanding of foreign immigration practices; opinion that he is 

the only candidate who can unite the Republican Party; Senator Rubio’s purchase of a 

firearm on Christmas Eve 

 4) Topics include: Governor Kasich’s reaction to the prisoner exchange with Iran and the 

way Iran treated the ten American sailors whose boat wandered into their waters; New 

Hampshire poll results indicating that he is moving up in the race / article in The 

National Review suggesting him as a possible vice-presidential pick for Donald Trump / 

plans for the Kasich campaign after the New Hampshire primary; praise for South 

Carolina Governor Nikki Haley’s Republican response to the State of the Union 

 5) Topics include: the prisoner exchange with Iran / America’s relationship with Iran / 

new sanctions imposed on Iran for missile tests / regional reaction in the Middle East to 

the nuclear deal with Iran 



 

 6) Topics include: tonight’s Democratic debate in Charleston, SC / Senator Sanders’ rise 

in the polls / mistakes made by the Clinton campaign which have allowed the Sanders 

campaign to gain ground / Senator Sanders’ electability / differences between Senator 

Sanders and Mrs. Clinton on gun control, Wall Street; racial and economic factors in the 

response to the high levels of lead in the Flint, Michigan water supply; state of the 

Republican race for president / worsening relationship between Donald trump and 

Senator Ted Cruz / South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley’s Republican response to the 

State of the Union 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

01/24/16 Guests: Kris Van Cleave, CBS News Correspondent (1); Marlie Hall, CBS News 

Correspondent (2); Jericka Duncan, CBS News Correspondent (3); Donald Trump, 

Republican Presidential Candidate (4); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic 

Presidential Candidate (5); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (6); Nancy 

Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (7); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post 

(7); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (7); Matt Lewis, The Daily Caller (7) 

 1) a report from Washington, DC on the current conditions there, after yesterday’s 

record setting blizzard 

 2) a report from New York City on the current conditions there, after yesterday’s record 

setting blizzard 

 3) a report from the Jersey Shore on the current conditions in that region, after 

yesterday’s record setting blizzard 

 4) Topics include: Battleground Tracker results indicating that Mr. Trump is in the lead in 

Iowa, New Hampshire, and South Carolina / reaction to the National Review devoting an 

entire issue trying to convince people not to support him / Mr. Trump’s definition of 

conservative / fellow Republican presidential candidate Senator Ted Cruz of Texas / 

possibility of former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg entering the presidential 

race; criticism of current New York City mayor Bill de Blasio 

 5) Topics include: Battleground Tracker poll results for Iowa, New Hampshire, and South 

Carolina / Senator Sanders’ new political ad / reaction to Bill Clinton’s characterization 

of his campaign / criticism of the Sanders campaign for being too idealistic / important 

role of the federal government in gun control / his proposed Medicare- for-all health 

care program 



 

 6) Topics include: analysis of the Battleground Tracker poll results for Republicans and 

Democrats / characteristics of a Trump supporter / Republican poll results for Florida, 

Texas, and Georgia; reasons behind the improved poll numbers for Senator Sanders 

over Hillary Clinton / questions concerning Senator Sanders’ electability 

 7) Topics include: conflict between Mr. Trump and Senator Cruz / anti-endorsements 

from Republican senators against Senator Cruz and the National Review against Mr. 

Trump / the “Washington establishment animus towards Cruz” / status of the other 

Republican presidential candidates; reasons behind Mrs. Clinton’s faltering in the polls / 

Clinton family history with Latino voters / Senator Sanders’ new political ad / appeal of 

Senator Sanders with young voters; possibility of former New York City Mayor Michael 

Bloomberg entering the presidential race 

 

01/31/16 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Senator Marco Rubio (R-

FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); J. Ann Selzer, President, Selzer & Company, 

Inc. (3); Nancy Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (4); Major Garrett, CBS 

News Chief White House Correspondent (4); Kimberley (Kim) Strassel, The Wall Street 

Journal (5); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (5); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (5); Ed O’Keefe, The 

Washington Post (5) 

 1) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s decision not to participate in the most recent FOX News 

Republican debate / recent poll by The Washington Post indicating the high level of 

anxiety voters have about him / tomorrow’s Iowa caucus / criticism of fellow Republican 

candidate Senator Ted Cruz / Mr. Trump’s appeal to voters / potential pitch to 

supporters of Democratic candidate Senator Bernie Sanders / Mr. Trump’s “hidden 

humility”; support for the Denver Broncos in Super Bowl 50 

 2) Topics include: tomorrow’s Iowa caucus / reaction to being called the “Republican 

Obama” by Senator Cruz / fellow candidate Jeb Bush’s attack ads against Senator Rubio 

/ need to unify the Republican Party; immigration reform / criticism of Senator Cruz for 

how he portrays himself on immigration and his other political calculations 

 3) analysis with Ms. Selzer of the results of the Bloomberg Politics / Des Moines Register 

Iowa poll 

 4) analysis of the Democratic and Republican candidates and their campaigns, ahead of 

tomorrow’s Iowa caucuses  

 5) Topics include: Republican candidates and their campaigns, ahead of the Iowa caucus 

and the New Hampshire primary / Donald Trump’s appeal / immigration debate 

between Senators Cruz and Rubio; Democratic candidates and their campaigns, ahead 

of the Iowa caucus and the New Hampshire primary / appeal of Senator Sanders / Hillary 



 

Clinton and the 2008 primary season / ability of Mr. Trump and Senator Sanders to “tap 

into that rage” of the American voter 

 

60 MINUTES 

 

01/03/16 “Lost In The Bermuda Triangle” – a report on the worst U.S. maritime disaster in 35 

years, the sinking of the cargo ship El Faro, that left 33 dead when it sank in the Atlantic 

Ocean during Hurricane Joaquin in October of 2015. The National Transportation Safety 

Board (NTSB) conducted its investigation of the vessel and allowed 60 MINUTES to 

broadcast footage of the sunken cargo ship. Includes interviews with: Captain Gregg 

Baumann, Navy supervisor of salvage and diving; Tom Roth-Roffy, NTSB investigator; 

Charles Kapica, chief sonar operator; and families of crew on El Faro: Glen Jackson, 

whose brother Jack died; Tinisha Thomas, whose husband Shawn died; Tina Riehm, 

whose husband Jeremie died; Deb Roberts, whose son Michael Holland died; and Frank 

Pusatere, whose son Richard Pusatere died. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Patricia Shevlin, Miles 

Doran) 

 “Agromafia” – a report on how the Mafia and other criminal groups in Italy are making 

huge profits by exporting olive oil imitations, falsely labeled as extra-virgin. Italian police 

nabbed seven thousand tons of phony olive oil last month. Mafia copies of fine olive oil, 

wine, and cheese have fueled food crime in Italy. The Italians call it “Agromafia”. From 

harvesting to the supermarkets, the Mafia has infiltrated the food chain, but groups 

such as Addiopizzo and Libera Terra are resolute in their mission to stop the cycle. 

Includes interviews with: Major Sergio Tirro, Italian Carabinieri police food fraud 

investigator; Tom Mueller, journalist; Nicola Clemenza (through translator), Sicilian olive 

oil producer; Ermes Riccobono, trip leader for Addiopizzo (mafia-free tourism); and 

Pietro D’Aleo, marketing manager for Libera Terra. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Guy Campanile, 

Sabina Castelfranco) 

 “Little Jazz Man” – an interview / profile of Joey Alexander, a 12-year-old jazz prodigy 

who was born in Bali, Indonesia but now lives in New York City with his parents. Joey’s 

first album, “My Favorite Things”, has been nominated for two Grammys. Also includes 

interviews with: Wynton Marsalis, CBS News Cultural Correspondent and artistic 

director of Jazz at Lincoln Center; Denny and Fara Silas, Joey’s parents; and Gary Walker, 

music director at jazz radio station WBGO. (Includes a performance with Joey Alexander 

on piano and Wynton Marsalis on trumpet.) (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Michael H. 

Gavshon, David M. Levine) 

 



 

01/10/16 “The Road To Syria” – a report from inside Latakia airbase in Syria where Russia is 

launching air strikes against the enemies of Syrian dictator Bashar al-Assad, such as: ISIS, 

al-Nusra, and the Free Syrian Army. Since the summer, the Russians have built barracks, 

brought in four thousand personnel, and paved roads in Latakia. 60 MINUTES cameras 

were permitted to visit and captured armed warplanes taking off, including Russia’s 

newest fighter-bomber, the SU-34. 60 MINUTES was also permitted aboard the 

Moscow, a Russian guided missile cruiser in Tartus, Syria, that was reassigned to provide 

anti-aircraft defense.  Includes interviews with: Major General Igor Konashenkov 

(through translator), chief spokesman for the Ministry of Defense; Admiral Vladimir 

Komoyedov (through translator), chief spokesman for the Ministry of Defense; and 

Maria Lipman, political analyst in Moscow, Russia. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Henry Schuster, 

Rachael Morehouse) 

“Life After Death Row” – a report about three unjustly convicted people in the 

American justice system: Ray Hinton, Ken Ireland and Julie Baumer, who spent years in 

prison, then were exonerated, and now they are adjusting to freedom. Most states offer 

no immediate assistance to the recently exonerated, and twenty states offer no 

compensation at all. Includes interviews with: people convicted and then exonerated:  

Ray Hinton, Ken Ireland, and Julie Baumer; and Bryan Stevenson, attorney.  (C: Scott 

Pelley – P: Henry Schuster) 

“Hamilton” – a report about “Hamilton”, the unorthodox musical currently selling out 

on Broadway and attracting such luminaries as President Barack Obama and former Vice 

President Dick Cheney. The lead actor and playwright of “Hamilton” is Lin-Manuel 

Miranda, and he uses a combination of hip-hop and rap along with popular music to 

portray Alexander Hamilton’s life -- all sung and danced by a diverse cast. Miranda also 

created the winner of the 2008 Tony for best musical, “In The Heights”. Includes 

interviews with: Lin-Manuel Miranda; Luis Miranda and Luz Towns-Miranda, Miranda’s 

parents; and Ron Chernow, author of “Alexander Hamilton” and the show’s historical 

advisor. Also includes a comment by Tommy Kail, the director of “Hamilton”.  (C: Charlie 

Rose – P: Graham Messick) (OAD: 11/08/15) 

  Update: “Agromafia” (OAD: 01/03/16) 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

01/17/16 60 MINUTES (8:00 – 9:00p) 

 “The Great Brain Robbery” – a report on economic espionage committed by the 

Chinese government, despite President Xi Jinping’s pledge last September that China 



 

would not engage in cybertheft, and how it is costing U.S. corporations hundreds of 

billions of dollars and more than two million jobs. The Massachusetts company, 

American Superconductor, was partnering with Chinese company, Sinovel, to make 

controls for wind turbines until Sinovel stole the heavily encrypted proprietary 

computer codes by corrupting an American Superconductor employee who traveled to 

China often. When the American company tried to pursue legal options, Sinovel hacked 

their system to spy on their legal strategy. The Justice Department constitutes China’s 

corporate spying as a national security emergency. The government of China declined 

an interview but gave a comment that can be found in the transcript. Includes 

interviews with: John Carlin, assistant attorney general for national security; Daniel 

McGahn, president and CEO of American Superconductor; and Dmitri Alperovitch and 

George Kurtz, co-founders of CrowdStrike. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Richard Bonin) 

 “Sean Penn” – an interview with Sean Penn, two-time Oscar winning actor and self-

described experiential journalist, about his interview with drug lord Joaquin Guzman (“El 

Chapo”) for Rolling Stone magazine. The interview was arranged through Mexican 

actress Kate del Castillo and took place in cartel-controlled territory where El Chapo was 

hiding out. After the manhunt grew too risky, a face-to-face interview was not possible. 

Penn sent a list of questions and El Chapo recorded his answers. El Chapo was 

recaptured by Mexican marines on January 8th, and Penn’s article was published the 

next day. Penn believes his article is a failure because it did not spur conversation about 

U.S. policy in the War on Drugs. (C: Charlie Rose – P: David Schneider, Joyce Gesundheit) 

 “Mountain Lions of L.A.” - a report on mountain lions, also referred to as pumas or 

cougars, reigning over the hills of Los Angeles, California. The National Park Service has 

been studying this for 13 years by tracking some mountain lions to see how they survive 

in an area filled with people and freeways. Includes interviews with: residents of L.A. 

who have had a mountain lion encounter; Jason and wife, Paula Archinaco, Nancy 

Vandermey and Eric Barkalow; National Park Service biologists: Jeff Sikich and Seth 

Riley; Johanna Turner, sound effects editor for Universal Studios; and Bob Wayne, 

evolutionary biologist at UCLA. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: David Browning) 

The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “Life After Death Row” (OAD: 

01/10/16) 

 

01/24/16  PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Making A Difference” 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 



 

01/24/16 60 MINUTES SPECIAL EDITION (8:00-9:00p) 

 “Heroin In The Heartland” – a report on the increasing accessibility and use of heroin in 

the United States. Federal and local authorities across America believe it’s the biggest 

drug epidemic today. Drug dealers, connected to Mexican drug cartels, have expanded 

from an inner-city focus to the suburbs for a new set of consumers: high school 

students, college athletes, teachers and professionals. Focusing on families in the 

Columbus, Ohio suburbs dealing with this problem, the reasons for the rise of this 

epidemic are discussed. The drug that reverses the effects of opiates in the brain, 

Naloxone Hydrochloride (Narcan), is now available in Ohio without a prescription. 

Includes interviews with: former heroin addicts: Hannah Morris and Jenna Morrison; 

Mike DeWine, Ohio Attorney General; Jessica Kaiser, forensic scientist for Ohio Attorney 

General; and parents of heroin addicts: Wayne and Christy Campbell (whose son Tyler 

died); T.J. and Heidi Riggs (whose daughter Marin died); Brian Malone and Lea Heidman 

(whose daughter Alyssa died); Brenda Stewart (whose two sons are in recovery), Tracy 

Morrison, (whose two daughters are in recovery); and Rob Brandt (whose son Robby 

died). (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Tom Anderson, Michelle St. John) (OAD: 11/01/15 on 60 

MINUTES) 

 “Alive and Kickin’” – a report on the musical, "Alive: 55+ and Kickin'," conceived and 

written by Vy Higginsen, founder of the Mama Foundation for the Arts in Harlem, New 

York and her husband, Ken Wydro, creative director at the Mama Foundation and a 

playwright. The musical features a full company of performers ages 55 and over with 

most of them experiencing their first time on stage while sharing personal stories with 

the audience.  Higginsen has made it her mission to preserve African-American music, 

both gospel and popular music like soul and rhythm and blues (R&B). Includes excerpts 

from a performance of “Alive: 55+ and Kickin’”. Includes interviews with: Vy Higginsen; 

and performers Theo Harris and his wife, Phyllis Harris; Debbie Bingham; Renee Walker; 

Matthew Brown; and Matthew Burke. Also includes comments by Ken Wydro; Greg 

Kelly, pianist; and Roberta Ross, singer. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein) (OAD: 

01/04/15 on 60 MINUTES as a DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT. The 01/24/16 rebroadcast  

includes an update) 

 “David Bowie” - Unaired interview clips from the never-completed 60 MINUTES profile 

of the music star who died last week. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Robert Zimet) 

 

01/31/16 “Anonymous Inc.” – an investigation into money laundering in the United States and 

how it is becoming known as a go-to place for corrupt foreigners to launder their ill-

gotten money into anonymous shell companies. The London-based non-profit watchdog 

Global Witness sent an investigator undercover as a representative of a fictitious African 

government minister who wants to move millions in suspicious funds. Equipped with a 



 

hidden camera, the investigator, going by “Ralph Kayser” met with 16 different law 

firms in New York City to see if they would be willing to assist in concealing the 

suspicious funds. Of the sixteen lawyers Global Witness met with, only one attorney, 

Jeffrey Herrmann, flatly declined to participate. Includes interviews with: Charmian 

Gooch, co-founder of Global Witness; Chip Poncy, co-founder of the Financial Integrity 

Network; Bill Simon, law professor at Columbia University; and Fmr. Senator Carl Levin 

(D-MI) who served as Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations. Also 

includes excerpts of Global Witness’ hidden camera interviews with the following New 

York City lawyers: Lawrence M. Gabe, Gerald Ross, Mark Koplik, Albert Grant, James 

Silkenat; Jeffrey Herrmann; Hugh Finnegan; and John H. Jankoff. (C: Steve Kroft – P: 

Graham Messick, Kevin Livelli) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

 “Top of the World” – a report on how researchers are trying to get to the bottom of 

climate change and sea level rise by studying the Petermann Glacier, one of the largest 

glaciers in Greenland. Includes interviews with: Malik Jensen, native Greenlander and 

pilot; Alan Mix, native Greenlander and expedition leader; Keith Nicholls, 

oceanographer for the British Antarctic Survey; Shaun Marcott, geologist; Larry Mayer, 

geologist; Anne Jennings, research scientist for the Institute of Arctic and Alpine 

Research; and Peter Demenocal, paleoclimatologist at Columbia University. (C: Sharyn 

Alfonsi – P: Daniel Ruetenik) 

 

48 HOURS 

 

01/02/16 48 HOURS: “The Sober Truth” – an investigation into the death of Karla Mendez Brada, 

a woman struggling with addiction, who sought help in an Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) 

program in California; the ex-con she fell in love with; and the circumstances that 

caused police to suspect him in her murder, when she was found dead in 2011, in the 

condo they shared. Also included is an examination of how judges around the country 

sentence some criminals to attend AA meetings, and that AA’s own non-disclosure 

guidelines put them side-by-side with those who are vulnerable in recovery. Brada 

battled an addiction to alcohol and prescription pills. She entered a program, got her life 

together, and bought a condo. Then she relapsed and re-entered a program where she 

was bussed to meetings of Narcotics Anonymous and Alcoholics Anonymous. Brada 

crossed paths with Eric Earle, who was in a sober living facility that required him to 

attend AA meetings. They fell in love and he moved in with her. She soon discovered he 

was abusive. The investigation into what happened to Brada exposes the risks of a 

recovery system that mixes convicted criminals in with the general population without 

the knowledge of many of those new to AA. Also included is what some AA members 

refer to as the secret “13th Step”, where male members take advantage of vulnerable 



 

women. In 2014, the case went to jury. Eric Alan Earle was found guilty of first-degree 

murder. Brada’s parents have filed a lawsuit against Alcoholics Anonymous, the 

organization they also hold responsible for their daughter’s death because they did not 

warn attendees that violent criminals could be at the same meetings they attend. 

Original On-screen text graphic: Alcoholics Anonymous has not filed a response to the 

Mendez family’s lawsuit. It is due December 1st.  On-screen text graphic for the 

01/02/16 rebroadcast: The Mendez family’s lawsuit against Alcoholics Anonymous is 

still pending. Interviewed: family members Sasha Mendez (sister), Jaroslava Mendez 

(mother), Hector Mendez (father); Jenny Rodriguez (best friend); Gabrielle Glazer 

(journalist); Johnny Dos Santos (friend of Earle); David Arrendondo (Earle’s attorney); 

Monica Richardson (documentary filmmaker); Judge Rogelio Flores; John Noland 

(Mendez’ civil attorney); and Elena Abramson (Deputy District Attorney) (C: Maureen 

Maher - P: James Stolz) (OAD: 11/29/14) 

 

01/09/16  PREEMPTION 

 

01/16/16 48 HOURS: “The Verdict” - an investigation into the 2010 death of Robert Cline in 

Seminole County, Florida, and the case against Anita Smithey, who was convicted of 

second-degree murder for killing him, her estranged husband. While the two were in 

bed, she claims that she was being violently raped and that she feared for her life. 

Smithey admits she shot and killed Cline, but she asserts it was not murder. Their 

relationship started out with promise: Cline was a widower with children and Smithey 

also had kids. After they married, things began to change in their relationship, which 

Smithey attributed to Cline’s addiction to marijuana. He also demanded rough sex. They 

eventually separated, but continued to meet every Monday for sex. During their last 

fateful encounter, she says he started to rape her, and then she shot him. She also said 

he stabbed her with a knife. During a police interrogation, Smithey went from being a 

victim to a murder suspect when she admitted to stabbing herself. Her attorney 

maintained that police bullied her into making that statement. The case pitted the 

couple’s extended families against each other, raised questions about their relationship 

and whether the shooting was justifiable homicide or murder. Prosecutors argued there 

was no rape and say the knife wounds were self-inflicted. At the trial’s end, which many 

believe was going the way of the defense, Smithey’s attorney Rick Jancha, mistakenly 

opened the door to the jury being able to hear the 911 call that had been forbidden to 

be used. Smithey was found guilty. Just before sentencing, her attorney suffered a fatal 

heart attack, and another attorney has stepped in to plan an appeal. The Cline family 

continues to maintain that Smithey was the abuser. On-screen text graphic for the 

original and 01/16/16 rebroadcast: Robert Cline’s children were adopted by his sister, 

Belinda. Anita’s children are being raised by her first husband. Interviewed: Anita 



 

Smithey; Drew Smithey (son); Stephanie Cline (daughter); Belinda Cline (Cline’s sister); 

Jessica Flores (Smithey’s best friend); Daniel Mattingly and Matthew DePanicis 

(detectives); Whitney Boan (Smithey’s current attorney); Phil Andry, Audie Andry 

(Smithey’s father and brother); Stacey Salmons and Kelly Jo Hines (prosecutors). (C: 

Peter Van Sant – P: Chris Young Ritzen, Tamara Weitzman, Patti Aronofsky) (OAD: 

04/25/15) 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

01/23/16 48 HOURS: “A Vision of Murder” (9:00-10:00p) - an investigation into the 2010 death of 

Kelly Brennan, and her friend Sheila Trott’s dream in which she perceived Brennan to be 

in danger. Brennan was later found bludgeoned to death near Mark’s Landing in 

Indiatlantic, Florida and Trott was subsequently arrested for her murder. To some, Trott 

is a clairvoyant who was able to provide information to help the police; to others, she is 

a killer. The investigation uncovered an alleged love triangle between Trott, Brennan 

and Trott’s estranged husband, Dan Trott. Trott says she encouraged the match to free 

herself from a bad marriage; prosecutors believe the relationship led to murder. 

Prosecutors say Trott spoke about the dream to her mother and her sons, making 

statements that she had hurt someone -- basically confessing to the crime, as her 

mother related in a 911call to police. Four-and-a-half years later, Sheila Trott remains 

behind bars, awaiting trial. Though the case is admittedly circumstantial, prosecutors 

believe they have a strong case. As the trial is scheduled to begin, Trott has her own 

problems. Her lawyer has been disbarred and she must rely on a public defender. They 

plan to point the finger at Dan Trott. In 2014, as the trial progresses, her two sons take 

the stand against her -- testifying for the prosecution.  Sheila Trott then had a new 

defense - her dream was really an eyewitness account of what had really happened to 

Kelly. Her attorneys make no mention of this, but try to pick apart the State’s case, 

pointing the finger at Kelly’s jealous husband, Gino Rallo. The jurors reach a verdict: 

Sheila Trott is guilty of first-degree, premeditated murder. Original on-screen text 

graphic: Creighton and Graham Trott recently visited their mother in prison. They told 

48 HOURS “...We unequivocally believe in our mother’s innocence and stand by her.” 

On-screen text graphic for the 01/23/16 rebroadcast: Sheila’s sons, Creighton and 

Graham, told 48 HOURS ” …We unequivocally believe in our mother’s innocence and 

stand by her.” Sheila Trott is appealing her conviction. Interviewed: John Copola 

(Brevard County Sheriff’s Department); Lou Iervasi (friend of Kelly Brennan); Sheila 

Trott; Margaret Byers (Sheila Trott’s mother); Major Tod Goodyear (lead investigator); 

Alison Bartlett (friend of Sheila Trott); Samantha Barrett and Jim McMaster 

(prosecutors); Todd Deratany (former defense attorney). (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Taigi 

Smith, Clare Friedland, Michelle Feuer, Alicia Tejada) (OAD: 05/02/15) 



 

 

01/23/16 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “My Name is Victoria” (10:00-11:00p) – a report about 

California woman kidnapped, tortured and left for dead, who reveals her extraordinary 

tale of survival and the 18-year-hunt for her assailants that led to the arrest of an 

“Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery” actor. This is the  story of one woman’s 

will to live through a brutal attack, how that night changed her life forever, and the 

investigation and changing technology that would help police track down her attackers 

18 years later. Victoria, whose name was changed for this 48 HOURS broadcast, was just 

19-years-old on Christmas Eve in 1990, when two men came out of nowhere as she 

approached her apartment and attacked her. The force of the attack knocked her out. 

She came to just as she was being thrown into the back of a car. With sheer will and 

quick thinking, she survived a series of terrible events, including multiple sexual assaults. 

Surviving that night was just the start of the investigation and the healing, which 

continues today. Unfortunately, the case went cold. Eighteen years later, police got the 

break they needed when DNA taken from Victoria’s body the night of the attack 

matched someone in the system. The suspect, Joseph Son, was an actor in “Austin 

Powers: International Man of Mystery”. Son’s high school friend Santiago Gaitan was 

later arrested. Before trial, Deputy District Attorney Eric Scarbrough made a sickening 

discovery -- the statute of limitations for rape and kidnapping had long expired. 

Ultimately, Scarbrough found another way to legally prosecute the case. On-screen text 

graphic: Joseph Son's trial is scheduled for March 2016. Santiago Gaitan could be 

paroled as early as 2018. Last week, Victoria became a grandmother for the first time. 

She and her family are excited for a new beginning. Interviewed: “Victoria” (not her real 

name); Don Howell (Detective, Huntington Beach Police Department); Eric Scarbrough 

(Deputy DA, Orange County, CA).  (Anchor/Correspondent: Erin Moriarty – P: Peter 

Shaw, Anthony Venditti) 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

01/30/16 48 HOURS: “Ryan Ferguson: Wrongful Conviction” (8:00-9:00p) - a retitled rebroadcast 

and a followup to “Dream Killer” (OAD: 02/18/06), “The Lost Night” (OAD: 03/26/11), 

and  “The Accuser (OAD: 02/23/13) , all dealing with the case of Ryan Ferguson, who 

was released from prison in November 2013, after nearly 10 years behind bars for the 

murder of Ken Heitholt, a Columbia Daily Tribune sports editor who was killed in 200l. 

Correspondent Erin Moriarty and the 48 HOURS team have been investigating the 

murder and the bizarre circumstances that put Ryan Ferguson in prison for the crime 

since 2006 and were with Ferguson when he was released from prison. Details of the 

case, which were presented in the original broadcasts, are interwoven into this report 



 

along with past interviews. Also included are new interviews with Ryan Ferguson; his 

parents, Bill and Leslie Ferguson; his attorney, Kathleen Zellner; his accuser, Charles 

“Chuck” Erickson; and his new girlfriend Myka Cain. Ultimately, Erickson, even after 

confessing, believes that he was not responsible for the crime and has a new attorney, 

the interest of the Midwest Innocence Project and the support of Ryan Ferguson. For 

now, Ferguson is concentrating on what he will do now: he is thinking about going back 

to college and may follow his father into the real estate business. On-screen text 

graphic: Ryan Ferguson has written a book that will be published in 2015. If Charles 

Erickson's appeals fail, his earliest parole date is March 2026.  On-screen text graphic 

for the 01/30/16 rebroadcast: If Charles Erickson's appeals fail, his earliest parole date 

is March 2020.  (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Gail Abbott Zimmerman; listed as Senior 

Investigative Producer for the 01/30/16 rebroadcast.) (OAD: 03/29/14 as 48 HOURS: 

ryanferguson@lifeafterten”) 

 

01/30/16 48 HOURS: “Murder 90210” (10:00-11:00p) – a followup to 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “The 

Bizarre Saga of Robert Durst” (OAD: 03/21/15) - a report on new details in the case of 

millionaire Robert Durst. In a dramatic and unusual turn in the bizarre story of Robert 

Durst, next week, the millionaire is expected to agree to a plea deal on a gun charge in 

New Orleans so he can face trial in California for the murder of his friend Susan Berman, 

who was shot dead in her California home 15 years ago. Will that trial clear his name in 

a case that has dogged him for years -- as attorney Dick DeGuerin suggests -- or will he 

end up spending the rest of his life in jail, where investigators say he should have been 

all along? The story of Robert Durst includes allegations about his missing wife, his 

alleged ties to the murder of Berman, and the police who have spent years trying to 

solve the case. In 2000, Berman was found shot dead in her home. She was the 

daughter of a well-known Las Vegas mobster, which initially led to speculation that she 

was a victim of a mob hit.  At the time of Berman’s death, Durst was hiding in Galveston, 

Texas, where he took on the identity of a mute woman. Durst and Berman were friends, 

and she publicly defended him from allegations that he knew more about his wife’s 

disappearance than he had told police.  Durst wasn’t considered a suspect in Berman’s 

death until nine months later when he was involved with the death of Morris Black in 

Galveston. Durst maintained he accidentally killed Black in self-defense. He then cut up 

Black’s body. A jury eventually acquitted him of murder.  Durst is currently in a New 

Orleans jail, since he was arrested in 2015 after the HBO documentary “The Jinx” aired 

and raised questions in the Berman case. On–screen text graphic: Family members of 

Durst's first wife Kathy have filed a hundred-million-dollar lawsuit against him. The 

lawsuit claims the family has a right to Kathy's body for burial. Included are new 

interviews with: Jeanine Pirro (former Westchester DA), Dick DeGuerin (Durst’s 

attorney); and Steve Cooley (former LA District Attorney). Also featured are previous 

interviews with: Jim McCormack  (Kathie Durst’s brother); Dr. Alexander Sasha Bardey 



 

(forensic psychiatrist); Lisa DePaulo (writer); Paul Coulter (retired Los Angeles 

Detective); Cody Cazalas (Galveston Detective Sergeant); Emily and Stuart Altman 

(Durst’s friends); Chip Lewis (former Durst attorney); Dr. Milton Altschler; Dr. Lawson 

Bernstein (forensic psychiatrist); Andrew Jarecki (filmmaker). (C: Erin Moriarty – P: 

Chuck Stevenson, Greg Fisher, Judy Rybak, Liza Finley, Lisa Freed, Linda Martin) (See 

also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Mystery of Robert Durst”, OAD: 03/17/04; 1st 

rebroadcast: 09/08/04; and 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “The Bizarre Saga of Robert Durst”, 

OAD: 03/21/15, which is a followup to “The Mystery of Robert Durst”.) 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 

 

01/12/16 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: STATE OF THE UNION 2016 - live coverage of President 

Obama’s State of the Union Address to a joint session of Congress.  Includes: (1) 

Commentary by Correspondents, v/o live video of government officials taking their seats 

the House chamber, followed by President Obama’s entrance; (2) President Obama’s 

Address; (3) Commentary by Correspondents and analysts (v/o video of Obama exiting 

the House Chamber); and (4) Republican Response - by Governor Nikki Haley (R-SC). 

Correspondents: Scott Pelley (anchor, Washington, D.C. studio); Norah O’Donnell 

(Washington, D.C. studio); John Dickerson (Washington, D.C. studio); Margaret Brennan 

(White House); Nancy Cordes (Capitol Hill). Consultants: Michael Gerson, The 

Washington Post; Jamelle Bouie, CBS News political analyst 

 

01/24/16 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Making A Difference” 

 “Make-A-Wish” – a report on a local chapter of the “Make-A-Wish” Foundation, a non-

profit organization established to grant wishes to children around the world who are 

living with life-threatening illnesses. The volunteers at the local chapter in northeast 

Arkansas collect as many donations as possible one day a year to fund the wishes. Kaden 

Erickson was battling leukemia and had his wish of visiting Australia with his family 

granted, but died a month ago. Gavin Grubbs suffers from debilitating muscular 

dystrophy and had his wish granted five years ago to attend the Daytona 500 and meet 

race car driver Joey Logano, and the two are still close. Includes interviews with: Christie 

Matthews and Danna Johnson, “Make-A-Wish” volunteers; Kendra Street, “Make-A-

Wish” volunteer, former recipient, and a teacher at Marmaduke Elementary School; 

Kaden Erickson (now deceased) and Gavin Grubbs, “Make-A-Wish” recipients from 

Arkansas chapter; Joey Logano, NASCAR driver; and Jeanne Erickson, Kaden’s mother. 

(C: Bill Whitaker – P: Robert G. Anderson, Magalie Laguerre-Wilkinson, Aaron Weisz) 

(OAD: 10/18/15 on 60 MINUTES) 



 

 “The Health Wagon” – a report on nurse practitioners who are providing healthcare to 

the uninsured working poor in Appalachia, specifically six counties in southwestern 

Virginia. These patients are unable to pay for the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare), but 

are overqualified for Medicaid. The Health Wagon, which runs mostly on federal grants 

and corporate and private donations, is their only viable option. Includes interviews with 

nurse practitioners aboard the Health Wagon: Teresa Gardner and Paula Meade; Dr. Joe 

Smiddy, a lung specialist and the Health Wagon’s volunteer medical director; and 

patients Glenda Moore (who died 3 months after the interview), Sissy Cantrell, Brittany 

Phipps and Walter Laney. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun Morehouse) 

(OAD: 04/06/14 on 60 MINUTES; 1st rebroadcast: 08/17/14 on 60 MINUTES - includes an 

update; The  01/24/16 rebroadcast includes an update) 

 “The Giving Pledge” – a report on The Giving Pledge, an effort created to help address 

society’s most pressing problems by inviting the world’s wealthiest individuals 

(billionaires) and their families to commit to giving more than half of their wealth to 

philanthropy or charitable causes, either during their lifetime or in their will. Includes 

interviews with the founding trio: Warren Buffett of Berkshire Hathaway, and Bill Gates, 

founder of Microsoft, and his wife Melinda Gates. Also includes comments by members 

Jeffrey Skoll, eBay’s first president and film producer; investor Pete Peterson; Dr. 

Precious Moloi-Motsepe, wife of Patrice; Sara Blakely, entrepreneur and creator of the 

undergarment “Spanx”; and AOL founder Steve Case and his wife, Jean Case. South 

African mining mogul Patrice Motsepe and investor Nicolas Berggruen, members of the 

Giving Pledge, appeared on camera, but did not speak. Also features comments from 

Randall Lane, editor at Forbes Magazine. (C: Charlie Rose – P: Denise Schrier Cetta) 

(OAD: 11/17/13 on 60 MINUTES; 1st rebroadcast:  07/20/14 on 60 MINUTES - includes 

an update; The 01/24/16 rebroadcast includes an update) 

 

 

* * * * * 

FACE THE NATION 

 

02/07/16 Guests: Hillary Clinton, Democratic presidential candidate, former Secretary of State (1); 

Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential candidate (2); DeMaurice Smith, 

NFL Players Association (3); James Brown, CBS News Special Correspondent, The NFL 

Today (4) 

 1) Topics include: reaction to Republican presidential candidate Senator Marco Rubio’s 

comments about Mrs. Clinton and her position on abortion rights / campaign donations 



 

she receives from the financial service sector / response to criticism from the Sanders’ 

campaign over the money she receives from Wall Street and for being an 

“establishment candidate” 

 2) Topics include: reaction to Mrs. Clinton’s criticism of him for his lack of foreign policy 

experience / Middle East foreign policy / Mrs. Clinton’s acceptance of campaign 

donations from the financial service sector / pledge to overturn the “disastrous Citizens 

United Supreme Court decision” / his fundraising for the Democratic Senatorial 

Campaign Committee / thoughts on whether or not Mrs. Clinton should release the 

transcripts of her speeches to Wall Street firms 

 3) Topics include: increase in concussion incidents among players / need for the union to 

continue to pressure the National Football league (NFL) to take brain injuries seriously / 

partnership with Harvard University to study chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) / 

necessity of the teams to commit to treating player injuries 

 4) Topics include: Mr. Brown’s recent interview with Cam Newton, quarterback for the 

Carolina Panthers / Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning / his hope for a 

“competitive game” 

 

02/14/16 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate (1); Senator Marco Rubio (R-

FL), Republican presidential candidate (2); Jan Crawford, CBS News Chief Legal 

Correspondent (3); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential candidate (4); 

Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (5); Peggy Noonan, CBS News 

Contributor, The Wall Street Journal (6); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (6); Kim 

Strassel, The Wall Street Journal (6); Jamelle Bouie, CBS News Political Analyst, Slate 

Magazine (6) 

 1) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s debate performance / criticism of the presidency of 

George W. Bush for the Iraq War / his political ad against fellow Republican candidate 

Senator Ted Cruz / Mr. Trump’s promise not to use profanity anymore / thoughts on the 

campaign / Mr. Trump’s tax returns / money raised during his benefit for veterans 

 2) Topics include: last night’s Republican debate / reasons why Senator Rubio called 

Senator Cruz a liar / former candidate Governor Chris Christie / agreement with fellow 

Republican candidate Governor John Kasich that all of the bickering helps Democratic 

candidate Hillary Clinton; thoughts on the replacement of Supreme Court Justice 

Antonin Scalia / support for Senate Majority leader Mitch McConnell’s decision to not 

move forward with any of President Obama’s nominees / state of his campaign 

  3) a report on the death of Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia  



 

 4) Topics include: poll results indicating that fellow Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton 

has a significant lead in South Carolina / what the Sanders campaign is doing to attract 

African-American voters / state of the Sanders campaign; Republicans decision to not 

move on any Supreme Court Justice nominee from President Obama; role of 

superdelegates in the Democratic presidential nominating process 

 5) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of recent poll results in South Carolina for 

the Republican and Democratic presidential candidates 

 6) Topics include: analysis of last night’s Republican debate; impact of Justice Scalia’s 

death on the presidential race and potential impact on upcoming Senate races; 

Democratic race for president / state of the Clinton campaign 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

02/21/16 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate (1); Senator Marco Rubio (R-

FL), Republican presidential candidate (2); Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX), Republican 

presidential candidate (3); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential 

candidate (4); Governor John Kasich (R-OH), Republican presidential candidate (5); Bob 

Schieffer, CBS News Political Contributor (6); Susan Page, USA Today (7); Ron 

Brownstein, The Atlantic (7); Reihan Salam, National Review, National Review Institute 

(7); Mark Leibovich, The New York Times Magazine 

 1) Topics include: yesterday’s primary victory in South Carolina / Mr. Trump’s knowledge 

of foreign policy / his position on the Iraq War as having always been opposed to it / Mr. 

Trump’s questions concerning Senator Ted Cruz’s Christianity / his reaction to 

comments made by Pope Francis concerning Mr. Trump’s views on immigration  

 2) Topics include: current state of the Republican race / call for Mr. Trump to be more 

specific / Senator Rubio’s optimism regarding his campaign, even though he has yet to 

win a primary or caucus 

 3) Topics include: Senator Cruz’s performance in the South Carolina primary / belief that 

he is the only one who can unite the Republican Party and defeat Mr. Trump / response 

to voters who praise Mr. Trump’s experience in the private sector 

 4) Topics include: upcoming South Carolina Democratic primary / state of the Sanders 

campaign / response to voters who feel that Senator Sanders does not have the right 

kind of experience to be president / what the Sanders campaign is doing to attract 

African-American voters 



 

 5) Topics include: pitch to voters as to why they should support Governor Kasich / his 

opposition to Mr. Trump’s plan to stop Muslim immigration 

 6) analysis from Mr. Schieffer on the state of the Republican and Democratic races for 

president and the appeal of Donald Trump  

 7) Topics include: possibility of Mr. Trump securing the Republican nomination / 

campaigns of the other Republican candidates / analysis of how Republicans are voting 

and why/ Super Tuesday / lack of endorsements for Mr. Trump from the Republican 

establishment; the campaigns of Hillary Clinton and Senator Sanders 

 

02/28/16 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate (1); Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX), 

Republican presidential candidate (2); Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), Republican 

presidential candidate (3); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential 

candidate (4); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (5); Peggy Noonan, CBS 

News Contributor, The Wall Street Journal (6); Jamelle Bouie, CBS News Political Analyst, 

Slate Magazine (6); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (6); Ben Domenech, The 

Federalist (6); David Axelrod, Democratic Strategist, CNN Senior Political Commentator 

(6) 

 1) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s tweet from this morning, warning the Republican 

establishment / Mr. Trump’s refusal to release his tax returns because he is being 

audited / belief that he is being targeted by the IRS because he is a strong Christian and 

loves the Tea Party / hiring of foreign workers in Florida / need to be very firm with 

terrorists 

 2) Topics include: Super Tuesday / fellow Republican candidate Donald Trump / former 

Republican candidate and Governor Chris Christie’s endorsement of Mr. Trump / 

Senator Cruz’s relationship with Mr. Trump / criticism of Mr. Trump for hiring illegal 

workers in Florida / his immigration policy with respect to undocumented workers 

 3) Topics include: reaction to this morning’s headline in The Washington Post about 

Senator Rubio / reasons why his campaign “has gotten a lot scrappier” concerning Mr. 

Trump / criticism of the media’s coverage of Mr. Trump / opinion that Mr. Trump will 

never be the Republican nominee for president / possibility of a contested convention / 

concern for the future of the Republican Party 

 4) Topics include: response to analysts who claim that there is no plausible way for 

Senator Sanders to secure the nomination / what the Sanders campaign is doing to 

attract African-American voters / optimism about the future of his campaign 

 5) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of recent poll results for Super Tuesday 

states for both the Republican and Democratic presidential candidates 



 

 6) Topics include: possibility of Mr. Trump securing the Republican nomination / the 

Rubio campaign’s decision to take on Mr. Trump / thoughts on how the Republican 

Party and fellow candidates should react to Mr. Trump / risk of alienating voters when 

criticizing Mr. Trump / how Democrats feel about running against Mr. Trump in the 

presidential election / thoughts on a matchup between Hillary Clinton and Mr. Trump 

 



 

60 MINUTES 

 

02/07/16 PREEMPTED 

 

02/14/16 “Director Brennan” – an interview with Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) Director John 

Brennan recorded at CIA Headquarters in Langley, Virginia. Among the topics discussed: 

the threat to America posed by terrorist groups like ISIS (ISIL); how the Paris attacks in 

November reflect a failure of intelligence due to encrypted internet communications; 

cybersecurity threats; chemical warfare threats; waterboarding; and how the director 

deals with the death of a fallen CIA officer. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Pat Milton, Robert G. 

Anderson, Aaron Weisz) 

 “FIFA” – a report on the corruption within FIFA, the international organization that 

governs football (known in America as soccer). FIFA’s main responsibility is hosting the 

World Cup every four years and choosing its host country. The U.S. Justice Department 

believes FIFA has been operating as an organized crime syndicate for the past twenty-

four years, alleging crimes of bribery and money laundering. Currently, dozens of top 

FIFA officials, past and present, are under indictment with the investigation in the early 

stages. Includes interviews with: John Buretta, attorney; Andrew Jennings, British 

investigative reporter; Michael Hershman, former advisor to FIFA; Roland Buchel, 

member, Swiss National Legislature; and Jerome Champagne, former FIFA executive and 

current candidate for FIFA President. Also includes comments by: Jack Warner, former 

FIFA vice president. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Michael H. Gavshon, Maria Gavrilovic, David M. 

Levine) 

 “Danny Clinch” – an interview / profile of photographer Danny Clinch. Clinch has 

captured music artists from Bruce Springsteen to The Preservation Hall Jazz Band. Clinch 

is the official portrait photographer at the Grammys, and has branched out into making 

commercials and music videos. Also includes comments by: Bruce Springsteen, singer, 

and his wife, Patti Scialfa; and Trey Anastasio, singer for Phish. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: 

David Browning, Michelle St. John) 

 Update: “Little Jazz Man” (OAD: 01/03/16) 

 

02/21/16 “El Chapo” – a report on the recapture of drug lord Joaquin Guzman (aka “el Chapo”) 

after he escaped Altiplano Prison in Mexico last July through a tunnel. Mexican and U.S. 

law enforcement reassembled the task force that caught el Chapo in 2014, and after 

some missed opportunities on both sides, el Chapo was captured in January 2016. 

Mexican marines infiltrated el Chapo’s safe house, killing five cartel members and taking 



 

six into custody, while el Chapo and his associate Cholo Ivan escaped through a hidden 

tunnel. The two men popped out of a manhole and hijacked two cars before being 

picked up by federal police and taken to a motel, for unknown reasons. Mexican 

marines intervened and took el Chapo into custody and sent him back to Altiplano 

Prison. Includes interviews with: Peter Vincent, Director Counselor for International 

Policy at BORDERPOL; Jim Dinkins, Ret. Homeland Security Investigations, Drug 

Enforcement Agency (DEA); Juan Pedro Badillo, el Chapo’s lawyer; and two unidentified 

Mexican marines who assisted with el Chapo’s capture (through translator). (C: Bill 

Whitaker – P: Howard L. Rosenberg, Ana Real) 

 “The Hostage” – a report on what happens after an American has been taken hostage 

by a terrorist organization abroad and the desperation of a hostage’s family during 

negotiations to get them released. American aid worker Warren Weinstein was 

kidnapped by al Qaeda in Pakistan in 2011 and his wife, Elaine Weinstein, spent almost 

four years and hundreds of thousands of dollars negotiating for his release. Elaine had 

advice from the FBI, despite it being illegal to pay money to terrorists who have 

kidnapped Americans. Warren was accidentally killed by a U.S. drone strike in 2015. The 

White House, FBI and CIA declined requests for comments. Includes interviews with: 

Elaine Weinstein, widow of Warren Weinstein, American hostage who died in captivity; 

and Eric Lebson, national security advisor. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Ira Rosen, Habiba 

Nosheen) 

 “And The Nominees Are…” – a report on the movie “Steve Jobs” and the collaborative 

effort by: British director Danny Boyle; screenwriter Aaron Sorkin; and actors Kate 

Winslet and Michael Fassbender to make a film about Apple founder Steve Jobs. Winslet 

and Fassbender each earned an Oscar nomination for their demanding roles filled with 

heavy dialogue. Includes interviews with: Danny Boyle, director; Kate Winslet, actress; 

and Michael Fassbender, actor. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Michael Karzis) 

 Update: “Lumber Liquidators” (OAD: 03/01/15) 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

02/28/16 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Preserving The Past” 

 

02/28/16 60 MINUTES SPECIAL EDITION (8:00-9:00p) 

 “Dead or Alive” – a report on the errors of the Social Security Administration’s Death 

Master File. Those who are alive and mistakenly put onto the list, can be cut out of 



 

existence by banks, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), Medicare, credit agencies and 

the like. On the other hand, there have been continued payments to deceased citizens 

whose names were never put on the list. To combat these errors, the Social Security 

Administration has started cross-checking with a Medicare list to see who is using 

Medicare, and if a citizen has been off the list for three years, they gather more 

information to see if they are dead or alive. Includes interviews with: living Americans 

declared dead by the Social Security Administration: Don Pilger, Kristina Pace, Betty 

Denault, and Judy Rivers; Patrick O’Carroll, Social Security Administration’s inspector 

general; and Sandra Kimbro, who pleaded guilty to accepting her mother's Social 

Security benefits, but says it was done so unknowingly. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Patricia 

Shevlin, Gabrielle Schonder) (OAD: 03/15/15 on 60 MINUTES; The 02/28/16 rebroadcast 

includes an update.) 

 “Face Blindness” - a report on a little known condition, called ‘face blindness’ or 

‘prosopagnosia’, that prevents people from recognizing faces, even those of family 

members.  Includes interviews with individuals who have this condition, including Jacob 

Hodes; Jo Livingston, a retired teacher; Ben Dubrovsky, a software products designer; 

Meg Novotny, a doctor; Chuck Close, portrait artist; Oliver Sacks, M.D., physician and 

author; Colleen Castaldo, who acquired the condition after surgery for a brain tumor; 

Tim McDonough, 13-year-old Boston child; Also includes comments by:  Brad Duchaine, 

professor, Dartmouth College; Nancy Kanwisher, neuroscientist, MIT; and an interview 

with Jennifer Jarett, who says she can recognize almost every face she’s ever seen -- the 

polar opposite of face blindness.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein)  DOUBLE LENGTH 

SEGMENT (OAD: 03/18/12 on 60 MINUTES) 

 The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “The Hostage” (OAD: 

02/21/16) 

 

48 HOURS 

 

02/06/16 PREEMPTED 

 

02/13/16 48 HOURS: “Target Justice” (8:00-9:00p) - an investigation into the murders of Kaufman 

County, Texas District Attorney Mike McLelland and his wife Cynthia, and Assistant 

District Attorney Mark Hasse.  Following the murder of Assistant District Attorney Mark 

Hasse, who was shot dead outside the courthouse in 2013, and after McLelland had 

vowed to find his killer, he and his wife Cynthia were discovered dead in their home. 

Investigation soon focused on the Aryan Brotherhood, a white supremacist group in 



 

Texas, and one of the most violent prison gangs, which had declared it would get 

revenge against law enforcement. But someone else stood out in the investigation: Eric 

Williams, a lawyer and justice of the peace. Hasse, under McLelland’s guidance, 

prosecuted a case involving the theft of computer monitors from a county office. Police 

checked Williams out, and it seemed he had a credible alibi. Weeks later, police received 

a tip that seemed like a taunt to investigators. Weeks later, Williams was charged with 

the capital murders of the McLellands and Mark Hasse. In December 2014, Williams 

went on trial. Prosecutors said Williams murdered the McLellands as an act of revenge 

after being prosecuted for stealing the monitors. The defense made no opening 

statement and called no witnesses, stating that the prosecution had not made its case. 

Jurors had no doubt: Williams was found guilty. The most shocking testimony came 

during the penalty phase when Eric Williams’ wife of 16 years, Kim was called to testify. 

Kim had also been charged with all three murders and had admitted to driving the 

getaway car. She confirmed her husband’s motive was anger and that there were more 

potential victims targeted. Eric Williams was sentenced to death.  On-screen text 

graphic: Eric Williams’ request for a new trial was denied; he has filed for a stay of 

execution. It can take more than 20 years of appeals before an execution. Interviewed: 

Lt. Eric Kasper; Lenda Bush (former police officer); Kelley Blaine (court coordinator); 

Toby Shook, Bill Wirskye (Dallas attorneys); Lt. Jolie Stewart (lead investigator); Sheriff 

David Byrnes; J.R. McLelland and Krista Ball (McLelland children); Jack Douglas (KTVT 

investigative producer); DeWayne Dockery (Texas Ranger); Matt Seymour (defense 

attorney). (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Tom Seligson, Allen Alter, Susan Mallie) 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

02/20/16 48 HOURS: “What Did the Children See?” - A report on the murder trial of former 

Quincy, Illinois prosecutor Curtis Lovelace for the death of his wife on Valentine’s Day 

2006, as prosecutors attempt to prove their case with science and the testimony of the 

Lovelace’s four children. Lovelace was an All-American high school athlete who went on 

to become a prosecutor who seemed to have everything including a successful career 

and a loving family. On Valentine’s Day 2006, Lovelace returned home after dropping his 

children off at school to find his wife dead. He did not call 911, or try CPR. After an 

investigation, the cause of death was never determined and the case was closed. Eight 

years later, in 2014, a Quincy detective reopened the case and the investigation 

determined the cause of death as suffocation. By this time, Lovelace had remarried for a 

third time. He was arrested and charged with murder. The case hinged on two things -- 

science (the death does not seem natural - photos and other information are the basis) 

and the testimony of the Lovelace children (they were interviewed days after their 

mother’s death -- did they really see her that morning as they originally said). Three 



 

weeks ago, the trial began. Two of the children are 100% certain they saw their mother 

the morning of her death. The star witness, daughter Lindsey no longer believes she saw 

her that day. Deliberations begin. The result: a hung jury -- a mistrial is declared. On-

screen text graphic: Lovelace’s new trial date is scheduled for May 31st. Curtis 

Lovelace’s bail was set at five million dollars. He remains in jail. Interviewed: Bob Goush 

(local journalist); Marty Didriksen (Cory Lovelace’s mother); Steve Belko, Beth 

Dobrzynski, Bret Schrader (Cory Lovelace’s friends); Lyndsay Lovelace (daughter); Jenny 

Dreasler (neighbor); Cole Miller (EMT); Jeff Baird (Quincy Police Officer); James Keller 

(Deputy Coroner); Adam Gibson (Quincy detective); Dr. Jane Turner (Asst. Medical 

Examiner, St. Louis); Dr. George Nichols (doctor for the defense); Mike Hayden, Theresa 

Tarr, Adam Buss, Joyce Stevens (jurors) (C: Maureen Maher – P: Alec Sirken, Marc B. 

Goldbaum, Paul LaRosa, Chris Young Ritzen, James Stolz, Aimee deSimone) 

 

02/27/16 48 HOURS: “A Student of Murder” - a report about the 2012 murder of Yancy Noll, a 

Seattle wine steward, who was shot to death at a traffic light, and the subsequent 

investigation that led to the arrest of robotics engineer Dinh Bowman, a self-taught 

murderer intent on finding the perfect moment to kill. On his commute home from 

work, Noll stopped at a red light. A BMW pulled up alongside of him -- shots rang out -- 

and Noll was killed instantly. At first, it seemed to be a case of road rage and the case 

grabbed headlines throughout the city. The BMW was distinctive and police went to 

work. A few weeks later, police got a tip that Dinh Bowman, a young man described as a 

genius who had entered college at age 12 and now was a robotics engineer with his own 

business, owned a vehicle that matched the lead. Police investigation led to information 

that Bowman had a fixation with James Bond, was an expert marksman, and just 

wanted to kill someone for the thrill of it; and his wife, dentist Jennifer Bowman, may 

have had knowledge of the crime and possibly have been an accomplice. Bowman was 

arrested and held on $10 million bond. At his 2014 trial, a portrait of pre-meditated 

murder was described to the jury by the prosecutors. Bowman, his appearance changed 

dramatically, claimed he was the victim: he had fired in self-defense, then threw out 

evidence and did not call police because he panicked. The verdict: guilty of first degree 

murder. On-screen text graphic: After the verdict, Dinh Bowman attempted suicide. 

Jennifer and Dinh are now divorced. Interviewed: Adrienne McCoy and Kristin 

Richardson (prosecutors); Alison Grande (KIRO-7 reporter); Brad Kenny (friend of Yancy 

Noll); Kevin Watts, Angjelo Rama, Patricia Schulmeister (witnesses); Frank Clark and 

Dana Duffy (detectives); Jesson Matta (Bowman friend); Jeff Shields (repairman); John 

Henry Brown (defense attorney). (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Paul LaRosa, Jonathan Leach) 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 



 

 

02/13/16 CAMPAIGN 2016:  REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE - live coverage of a debate 

among candidates for the 2016 Republican Presidential nomination.  Participants: Mr. 

Donald Trump; Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX); Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL); Gov. Jeb Bush (R-FL); Dr. 

Ben Carson; Gov. John Kasich (R-OH). Origination: The Peace Center, Greenville, South 

Carolina    Moderator: John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director. Panelists: Major 

Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent; Kimberley Strassel, The Wall 

Street Journal. 

 

02/28/16 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Preserving The Past” 

 “A Monumental Project” – a report on the progress the construction and development 

of the National Museum of African-American History and Culture (NMAAHC) located on 

the National Mall in Washington D.C. and scheduled to open in 2016. Eighty years ago, 

the idea of the museum was authorized by Congress, but they failed to fund it. In 2003, 

President George W. Bush signed the law creating the museum and Congress 

contributed $250 million. Smithsonian conservationists have been working for years to 

restore artifacts resonating with slavery and the Civil Rights Movement. Includes 

interviews with: Lonnie Bunch, founding director of NMAAHC; Paul Gardullo, NMAAHC 

lead curator; Mary Elliott, NMAAHC curator; Nancy Bercaw, NMAAHC curator; Air Force 

Captain Matt Quy and his wife, Tina Quy; Ret. Lieutenant Colonel Leo Gray; and Carlos 

Bustamante, NMAAHC project manager. Also includes comments by NMAAHC curator 

Renee Anderson. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young) (OAD: 05/17/15 on 60 MINUTES; 

The 02/28/16 rebroadcast includes an update.) 

 “Saving History” - a report on how Italy’s decaying architectural treasures -- including 

the Colosseum, the Trevi Fountain, and the Spanish Steps in Rome, and the Rialto Bridge 

in Venice -- are being restored by money from the fashion industry.  Includes interviews 

with: Kimberly Bowes, director of the American Academy in Rome; Rossella Rea, 

director of the Colosseum; Diego Della Valle, CEO of Tod’s, the luxury leather goods 

company; Silvia Fendi, Fendi fashion house; Renzo Rosso, owner, Diesel jeans.  (C: 

Morley Safer - P: David Browning, Sabina Castelfranco) (OAD: 10/19/14 on 60 MINUTES) 

 “God’s Architect” - a report on a unique church, the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona, Spain. 

The Sagrada Familia has been under construction for more than 130 years since 

architect Antoni Gaudi started working on it in 1883. Long after his death, builders are 

using modern technology to realize the master architect’s vision. Includes interviews 

with: Gijs Van Hensbergen, Gaudi biographer; Jordi Bonet, chief architect of the church; 

Etsuro Sotoo, Japanese sculptor at the church; Mark Burry, lead architect at the church. 

(C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan, Reuben Heyman-Kantor) (OAD: 03/10/13 on 60 

MINUTES) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

FACE THE NATION 

 

 

03/06/16 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate (1); Hillary Clinton, 

Democratic presidential candidate, former Secretary of State (2); Senator Ted Cruz (R-

TX), Republican presidential candidate (3); Reince Priebus, Chairman, Republican 

National Committee (4); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (5); Molly Ball, 

The Atlantic (6); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (6); Ezra Klein, Vox.com  (6); Ed 

O’Keefe, The Washington Post (6) 

 1) Topics include: impact of Mr. Trump’s campaign on the Republican Party / talk of a 

contested Republican convention / Mr. Trump’s assertion that he is a “unifier”, even 

though examples of his rhetoric suggest otherwise / his position on torture / Mr. 

Trump’s endorsement by white supremacist David Duke and the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) / 

potential campaign against Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton 

 2) Topics include: Mrs. Clinton’s contentment with the status of her campaign / 

Democratic voter turnout during the primary process / commitment to getting the 

voters back who may be switching from Democrats to Republicans; recent 

developments into the investigation into her e-mail server; two-part series in The New 

York Times, crediting Mrs. Clinton with swaying President Obama into taking action in 

Libya 

 3) Topics include: Senator Cruz’ thoughts on a possible brokered Republican convention 

/ upcoming Republican contests in Michigan, Ohio, and Florida / talk of a political 

alliance to stop Mr. Trump from becoming the Republican nominee / opinion that the 

media wants Mr. Trump to be the nominee / claim that certain media outlets are 

withholding damaging reports on Mr. Trump / crass behavior and words at the last 



 

Republican debate / Senator Cruz’ belief that Mr. Trump is not a true conservative  / 

promise to support the Republican nominee, no matter what 

 4) Topics include: health of the Republican Party / optimism that the Republican Party 

will come together to defeat Mrs. Clinton / Mr. Priebus’ thoughts on a possible brokered 

Republican convention / promise to support the Republican nominee / Mr. Trump’s 

success / work done by the Republican Party to appeal to Hispanic and African-American 

voters 

 5) a report on Republican poll results in Michigan and voter reaction to the efforts of the 

Republican establishment to come up with a nominee other than Mr. Trump 

 6) Topics include: call from the Republican establishment to stop Mr. Trump from 

becoming the Republican nominee / Senator Cruz as a possible alternative to Mr. Trump 

/ failure of Senator Marco Rubio’s campaign / problems within the Republican Party / 

call from Mitt Romney and Senator John McCain -- both former Republican nominees -- 

to stop the ascendency of Mr. Trump / pushback from Republican voters to 

establishment candidates; campaigns of Mrs. Clinton and Senator Bernie Sanders / 

reaction to stories that Democratic voters are crossing over and registering as 

Republicans in Massachusetts and Ohio 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

03/13/16 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican presidential candidate (1); Sopan Deb, reporter, CBS 

News (2); Governor John Kasich (R-OH), Republican presidential candidate (3); Senator 

Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential candidate (4); Anthony Salvanto, CBS 

News Elections Director (5); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, CBS News 

Contributor (6); Michael Duffy, TIME magazine (6); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (6) (7); 

Nancy Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (6) 

  Guest Interviewer:  Charlie Brooks, producer, CBS News (2) 

 1) Topics include: anger and violence at present at Mr. Trump’s rallies / role he plays, if 

any, in inciting his supporters against protesters; a discussion of “playing the game” – 

how business leaders use the laws of the land to their advantage; Mr. Trump’s criticism 

of former Republican candidate Dr. Ben Carson, who recently endorsed Mr. Trump / 

criticism of fellow Republican candidate Governor John Kasich of Ohio 

 2) an interview with Mr. Deb, the CBS News journalist who was handcuffed and charged 

with resisting arrest after the cancellation of Friday’s rally at the University of Illinois at 

Chicago by Republican frontrunner Donald Trump. 



 

 3) Topics include: criticism of Mr. Trump for preying on people’s fears / difference 

between voters who are angry and the politicians who poke at that anger; Governor 

Kasich’s support for free and fair trade; his focus on his home state of Ohio / belief that 

Mr. Trump will not be the Republican nominee 

 4) Topics include: criticism of Mr. Trump for being “an incredibly divisive figure” / 

reaction to Mr. Trump’s accusation that the Sanders campaign is organizing efforts to 

disrupt Mr. Trump’s rallies / response to Mrs. Clinton’s criticism that he came late to the 

health care reform movement / optimism regarding his campaign 

 5) a report on this Tuesday’s Republican presidential primaries in Florida and Ohio, the 

threats posed to Mr. Trump by his fellow candidates, and the efforts of the Republican 

establishment to thwart Mr. Trump  

 6) Topics include: anger and violence at present at Mr. Trump’s rallies / Mr. Trump’s 

tweet threatening to send his supporters over to Senator Sanders’ rallies / the civility 

displayed at the most recent Republican debate / the efforts of the Republican 

establishment to thwart Mr. Trump; Mrs. Clinton’s loss to Senator Sanders in the 

Michigan primary 

 7) an interview with Mr. Goldberg on his interview with President Obama -- this month’s 

cover story in The Atlantic 

 

03/20/16 Guests: Governor John Kasich (R-OH), Republican presidential candidate (1); Senator 

Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic presidential candidate (2); Senator Lindsey Graham 

(R-SC) (3); Frank Luntz, Republican Strategist, CBS Contributor (4); Susan Page, USA 

Today (5); Jonathan Martin, The New York Times (5); Reihan Salam, National Review, 

National Review Institute (5); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (5); Jan Crawford, CBS 

News Chief Legal Correspondent (6); Miguel Estrada, former Bush Judicial Nominee (6) 

 1) Topics include: Governor Kasich’s prediction that none of the Republican candidates 

will have enough delegated, resulting in a contested convention this July / opinion that 

he is the only one who can beat Hillary Clinton in the presidential election / reaction to 

the suggestion that he should drop out of the race / strengths as a candidate; Judge 

Merrick Garland -- President Obama’s nominee to the Supreme Court 

 2) Topics include: Senator Sanders’ path to the Democratic nomination / fellow 

Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton / strategy to appeal to the super delegates at the 

upcoming convention to switch their support from Mrs. Clinton to him 

 3) Topics include: reasons behind Senator Graham’s decision to support Republican 

presidential candidate Senator Ted Cruz / criticism of Donald Trump for playing on the 



 

fears of the American people / belief that Donald Trump will destroy an already divided 

Republican Party / plea to Governor Kasich to drop out of the race 

 4) a discussion with Mr. Luntz on the results of his latest focus group, talking to Florida 

voters who refuse to support both of the two parties’ frontrunners – Democrat 

presidential candidate Hillary Clinton and Republican presidential candidate Donald 

Trump 

 5) Topics include: state of the Republican race for president / movement to stop Donald 

Trump from securing the Republican nomination / Senator Graham’s change of heart in 

supporting Senator Cruz / Mr. Trump’s use of incendiary language; role of protests in 

the political process / state of the Democratic race for president / potential impact of 

the divisiveness within the Republican party on the Democratic party 

 6) Topics include: Judge Merrick Garland -- President Obama’s nominee to the Supreme 

Court / Mr. Estrada’s opinion that Mr. Garland is qualified and should be confirmed / 

Senate Republicans commitment not to confirm any of President Obama’s nominees / 

Ms. Crawford’s praise for Republicans for being honest about their refusal to confirm 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

 

03/27/16 Guests: Allen Pizzey, CBS News Correspondent (1); U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry (2); 

John Miller, Deputy Commissioner, Intelligence & Counterterrorism, New York Police 

Department (NYPD), former CBS News Senior Correspondent (3); Representative 

Michael McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, House Homeland Security Committee (4); Michael 

Morell, CBS News Senior Security Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA) (5); Farah Pandith, Council on Foreign Relations (5); Jeffrey 

Goldberg, The Atlantic (5) (6); Jamelle Bouie, CBS News Political Analyst, Slate Magazine 

(6); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (6); Susan Page, USA Today (6) 

 1) a report from Brussels, Belgium on the current situation there after last Tuesday’s 

(03/22) terror attacks at the Brussels airport and the Maelbeek Metro station in central 

Brussels 

 2) Topics include: Secretary Kerry’s concern over another attack in Europe / continuing 

threat posed by ISIL (Daesh/ISIS) / progress made in the fight against ISIL (Daesh, ISIS) / 

need for Americans to “exercise vigilance” when travelling; working with Russia on a 

cessation of violence in Syria / reaction to criticism of U.S. policy for allowing President 

Putin to “get a foothold in the Middle East” / support for President Obama after he was 

criticized for sticking with his schedule in Cuba and Argentina after the terror attack in 

Brussels; negative impact of the rhetoric against Muslims from Republicans on U.S. allies 

and their perceptions of America 

 3) Topics include: response by the NYPD after a terrorist attack abroad / threat posed by 

ISIL (Daesh, ISIS) / Commissioner Bratton’s response to the suggestion by Senator Ted 

Cruz that Muslim communities need to be patrolled and secured before they become 

radicalized 

 4) Topics include: Representative McCaul’s opinion that Europe is “in a pre-9/11 

posture” / impact of last Tuesday’s terror attacks in Belgium on U.S. homeland security / 

foreign fighters in America / increased security at American subways and airports / 

response to the suggestion by Senator Cruz that Muslim communities need to be 

patrolled and secured before they become radicalized 

 5) Topics include: implication of last Tuesday’s terror attacks in Brussels / identity crisis 

for European Muslims / ISIS’s goal in the West to convince Muslims that there is no 

place for them in Western society / how the United States could help with 



 

counterterrorism in Europe / President Obama’s decision to stick with his schedule in 

Cuba and Argentina after the terror attack in Brussels 

 6) Topics include: Senator Bernie Sanders’ victories in the Washington State, Hawaii, and 

Alaska Democratic caucuses / what the Sanders campaign means for the future of the 

Democratic Party / impact of his victories on Hillary Clinton’s campaign / Mrs. Clinton’s 

decision to pivot her focus to the general election; “back and forth” this past week 

between Donald Trump and Senator Cruz over their wives / Mr. Trump’s negative net 

favorability rating among women voters / explanation from Mr. Domenech on the 

delegate question for Republicans should Mr. Trump not achieve the number of 

delegates needed to clinch the nomination / role of Governor John Kasich’s campaign in 

the battle for the nomination / takeaways from Mr. Trump’s recent interviews on 

foreign policy 

 

60 MINUTES 

 

03/06/16 “Prime Minister Trudeau” – an interview / profile of the new Canadian Prime Minister 

Justin Trudeau four days before he visits President Barack Obama for the first U.S. state 

dinner with a Canadian leader in nearly twenty years. Among the topics Trudeau 

discussed: the Syrian immigrants he welcomed into Canada; his career path prior to 

politics; boxing; his father, former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau; the death of his 

brother Michel; and Canada’s involvement in the war on ISIS (ISIL, Daesh). Also includes 

an interview with Sophie Grégoire-Trudeau, Trudeau’s wife. (C: Lara Logan – P: Max 

McClellan, Lani Levine) 

 “The King of Coal” – a report on the 2010 mining disaster in West Virginia in the Upper 

Big Branch mine that left 29 people dead. A jury found Don Blankenship, then chairman 

and CEO of the mine’s owner, the Massey Energy Company, guilty of conspiring to 

willfully violate mine safety laws, making it the first time a company CEO had been 

found guilty of a work safety crime. The victim’s families and jurors were angered to 

learn Blakenship received a misdemeanor conviction with a maximum one-year 

sentence. Includes interviews with: Stanley Stewart, coal miner; Shereen Atkins, whose 

son Jason died in the mine; Gary Quarles, whose son Gary Wayne died in the mine; 

Steve Ruby, assistant U.S. attorney; Booth Goodwin, U.S. attorney for West Virginia; 

Bobbie Pauley, coal miner whose fiancé Boone Payne died in the mine; Judy Peterson, 

whose brother Dean Jones died in the mine; and jurors from Don Blankenship’s trial, 

only identified by first name: Pam, Sherry and Kevin. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Katherine 

Davis) 



 

 “Death Row in Livingston, Texas” – a report from inside the busiest Death Row in 

America and how three prison inmates -- Daniel Lopez, Perry Williams, and Elvis 

Wesbrook -- have different views about their execution dates. Includes interviews with: 

Daniel Lopez; Perry Williams; Elvis Wesbrook; Tom O’Reilly, retired Texas warden; 

Michael Graczyk, Associated Press reporter; and Vicky Alexander, Police Lieutenant 

Stuart Alexander’s widow. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Robert G. Anderson, Aaron Weisz) 

 Update: “Hands Off The Wheel” (OAD: 10/04/15) 

 

 03/13/16 “Encryption” – a report on how the investigating authorities of terrorism attacks are 

facing a challenge with phone encryption technology. An Apple iPhone found at the San 

Bernardino, California attacks was encrypted and therefore useless to authorities. 

During the November 2015 Paris attacks, a texting app called Telegram was believed to 

be used by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) to communicate privately. Investigating authorities, 

including the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), want access and assistance from tech 

companies like Apple and Telegram, but the tech companies are committed to 

encryption because they want their users to know their information is protected and 

private. Includes interviews with: Francois Molins, French prosecutor (through 

translator); Pavel Durov, creator of Telegram; and Rob Wainwright, director of Europol. 

(C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-On) 

 “Aid in Dying” – a report on terminally-ill patients who can take a legally prescribed 

overdose of drugs, such as secobarbital, to end their lives when they can no longer deal 

with their illnesses. The practice of “aid in dying” is also referred to as Physician aid in 

dying (PAD) or assisted suicide, and is unlike euthanasia, which entails someone other 

than the patient to administer the medication. The controversial practice is only legal in 

a handful of states, including Oregon, Washington and Vermont -- California’s law will 

go into effect this June. Includes excerpts from a CBS News interview with Brittany 

Maynard and online videos of Jennifer Glass. Includes interviews with: Dan Diaz, 

Brittany Maynard’s widower; Dr. Eric Walsh, family practice physician in Oregon; 

Elizabeth Wallner, PAD patient; Nathaniel Wallner, Elizabeth’s son; Dr. William Toffler, 

family practice physician in Oregon; and Harlan Seymour, Jennifer Glass’ widower. (C: 

Dr. Jon LaPook – P: Denise Schrier Cetta, Kevin Finnegan) 

 “Starchitect” – an interview / profile of Danish architect, Bjarke Ingels, founder of BIG, 

the Bjarke Ingles Group. The current star on the world’s architectural scene is handling 

over 60 major projects, including the Googleplex and the last tower at the World Trade 

Center in New York. Also includes an interview with: Michael Kimmelman, architecture 

critic for The New York Times; and Larry Silverstein, chairman of Silverstein Properties. 

(C: Morley Safer – P: Katy Textor)  



 

 The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “Death Row in Livingston, 

Texas” (OAD: 03/06/16) 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

 

03/20/16 “Presidente Macri” – an interview / profile of Argentina’s new president, Mauricio 

Macri, two months into his presidency at Argentina’s version of the White House, a pink 

house called the Casa Rosada. Among the topics Macri discussed: his plans to deal with 

Argentina’s troubled foreign policy, debt and inflation; his relationship with Republican 

presidential candidate Donald Trump; how his kidnapping at the age of thirty-two 

changed his life’s trajectory; his family; and working with his opposition, Peronist 

legislators. This week, President Barack Obama will be the first U.S. President to visit 

Argentina in over a decade. Also includes comments by: Juliana Awada, Macri’s wife; 

and Alfonso Prat-Gay, finance minister of Argentina. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari 

Finkelstein, Nieves Zuberbuhler) 

 “Cornel West” – an interview / profile of civil rights leader and professor Dr. Cornel 

West. West graduated Harvard University magna cum laude and went on to Princeton 

University, becoming the school’s first black student to earn a Ph.D. in philosophy. West 

has the respect of young activists at the heart of recent civil rights efforts, including the 

Black Lives Matter movement. Also includes interviews with: Nyle Fort, activist and 

student at Princeton University; Clifton West, Cornel’s brother; and Eddie Glaude, chair 

of the Center for African-American Studies at Princeton University. (C: James Brown – P: 

Alvin Patrick) 

 “The Resurrection of St. Benedict’s” – a report on St. Benedict’s Preparatory School, a 

Catholic, all-boys academy for grades seven through twelve, in Newark, New Jersey. 

After the 1967 riots, white families fled the city and the school fell upon hard times. It 

closed in the early 1970’s for a year. Former student and faculty member Edwin Leahy, 

who is the current headmaster, decided to re-open the school. St. Benedict’s, whose 

students’ race and religion now reflect the inner city neighborhood it is located in, has 

its students run much of the school programs, unlike most schools. Through his 

leadership, the school has a 98% graduation rate and 85% of the graduates go on to 

receive college degrees. Includes interviews with: students at St. Benedict’s: Bruce 

Davis, Devionne Johnson and Andrew Brice; Edwin Leahy, headmaster at St. Benedict’s; 

and Ivan Lamourt, psychologist. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Guy Campanile, Andrew Bast) 



 

 The Mail – selected viewer comments about the segment “Aid in Dying” (OAD: 

03/13/16) 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

03/27/16 “Make-A-Wish” – a report on a local chapter of the “Make-A-Wish” Foundation, a non-

profit organization established to grant wishes to children around the world who are 

living with life-threatening illnesses. The volunteers at the local chapter in northeast 

Arkansas collect as many donations as possible one day a year to fund the wishes. Kaden 

Erickson was battling leukemia and had his wish of visiting Australia with his family 

granted, but died a month ago. Gavin Grubbs suffers from debilitating muscular 

dystrophy and had his wish granted five years ago to attend the Daytona 500 and meet 

race car driver Joey Logano, and the two are still close. Includes interviews with: Christie 

Matthews and Danna Johnson, “Make-A-Wish” volunteers; Kendra Street, “Make-A-

Wish” volunteer, former recipient, and a teacher at Marmaduke Elementary School; 

Kaden Erickson (now deceased) and Gavin Grubbs, “Make-A-Wish” recipients from 

Arkansas chapter; Joey Logano, NASCAR driver; and Jeanne Erickson, Kaden’s mother. 

(C: Bill Whitaker – P: Robert G. Anderson, Magalie Laguerre-Wilkinson, Aaron Weisz) 

(OAD: 10/18/15; 1st rebroadcast: 01/24/16 on 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Making A 

Difference”) 

 “The Health Wagon” – a report on nurse practitioners who are providing healthcare to 

the uninsured working poor in Appalachia, specifically six counties in southwestern 

Virginia. These patients are unable to pay for the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare), but 

are overqualified for Medicaid. The Health Wagon, which runs mostly on federal grants 

and corporate and private donations, is their only viable option. Includes interviews with 

nurse practitioners aboard the Health Wagon: Teresa Gardner and Paula Meade; Dr. Joe 

Smiddy, a lung specialist and the Health Wagon’s volunteer medical director; and 

patients Glenda Moore (who died 3 months after the interview), Sissy Cantrell, Brittany 

Phipps and Walter Laney. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun Morehouse) 

(OAD: 04/06/14; 1st rebroadcast: 08/17/14 - includes an update; 2nd rebroadcast: 

01/24/16 on 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Making A Difference” - includes an update) 

 “The Giving Pledge” – a report on The Giving Pledge, an effort created to help address 

society’s most pressing problems by inviting the world’s wealthiest individuals 

(billionaires) and their families to commit to giving more than half of their wealth to 

philanthropy or charitable causes, either during their lifetime or in their will. Includes 

interviews with the founding trio: Warren Buffett of Berkshire Hathaway, and Bill Gates, 

founder of Microsoft, and his wife Melinda Gates. Also includes comments by members 

Jeffrey Skoll, eBay’s first president and film producer; investor Pete Peterson; Dr. 



 

Precious Moloi-Motsepe, wife of Patrice; Sara Blakely, entrepreneur and creator of the 

undergarment “Spanx”; and AOL founder Steve Case and his wife, Jean Case. South 

African mining mogul Patrice Motsepe and investor Nicolas Berggruen, members of the 

Giving Pledge, appeared on camera, but did not speak. Also features comments from 

Randall Lane, editor at Forbes Magazine. (C: Charlie Rose – P: Denise Schrier Cetta) 

(OAD: 11/17/13; 1st rebroadcast:  07/20/14 - includes an update; 2nd rebroadcast: 

01/24/16 on 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Making A Difference” - includes an update; 3rd 

rebroadcast: 03/27/16 – includes an update) 

 The Mail – selected viewer comments about the segment “The Resurrection of St. 

Benedict’s” (OAD: 03/20/16) 

 

48 HOURS 

 

03/05/16 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “Sole Survivor” (9:00–10:00p) - a report about Robin Doan, 

who as a young girl in 2005, played dead to live through the murders of her entire family 

as they slept in their beds. Before that night, the now 20-year-old Doan was a typical 10-

year-old girl in a hardworking family of farmers in Pampa, Texas. They became the 

targets of an intruder who enjoyed killing just for the thrill of it. The immediate 

investigation yielded few clues. Doan, however, had a remarkable ability to recall the 

details of that traumatic night. Investigators would later learn that the gunman who 

killed Doan’s family had killed before, hundreds of miles away in Missouri. A day before 

the Pampa shootings, Orlie McCool and his daughter-in-law Dawn were killed and the 

family pickup stolen. Levi King was later found behind the wheel of the stolen vehicle in 

El Paso, Texas. He also told law enforcement that there were four more bodies in Texas. 

King told law enforcement officers that the feeling he got from killing the McCools was 

better than any drug he had ever done. This was the lead needed to solve the Pampa 

murders. Robin Doan was willing to help by testifying about the night her family was 

gunned down while they slept. King took a plea deal in Missouri -- to avoid execution he 

agreed to two consecutive life sentences without the possibility of parole. In Texas, he 

also took a guilty plea, but the DA refused to take the death penalty off the table. Robin 

testified at the trial. There was one holdout for the death penalty; King received a life 

sentence. He will serve his time in Missouri. Robin Doan is satisfied. Original on-screen 

text graphic: Robin has decided to leave Pampa. She plans to visit often. On-screen text 

graphic for the 03/05/16 rebroadcast: Robin Doan is working towards a career in law 

enforcement. Interviewed: Robin Doan; Chad Brooks (former deputy sheriff); Gary 

Henderson (former Sheriff, Hemphill County); Lynn Switzer (former District Attorney); 

Lynn Hancock (Pastor, Briarwood Church); Jay Foster (Texas Ranger); Matthew McCool 

(McCool family member); Michael Hall (sheriff); Don Ruby (former deputy sheriff); Joe 



 

Marr Wilson (defense attorney); Denise Mackie (Robin’s friend) (C: Erin Moriarty - P: 

Ruth Chenetz) (OAD: 01/03/15) 

 

03/05/16 48 HOURS: “Trail of Tears” (10:00-11:00p) - a report on the 2009 death of Rhonda 

Casto, who went hiking in Oregon’s Columbic River Gorge with her boyfriend, Stephen 

Nichols, only to never return home. Before Rhonda Casto headed out on her hike, she 

joked to a friend that Nichols was either - “going to propose or kill me” - and she did not 

return alive. Somewhere along the trail, she slipped or fell, falling 150 feet to her death. 

An autopsy seemed to support Nichols’ version of events, but authorities declined to 

declare the death an accident, and Nichols was never charged with a crime. Nichols 

moved to China, and began a new life with his daughter by Casto. Julia Simmons, Casto’s 

mother never believed he was innocent. In 2014, a secret grand jury heard evidence and 

indicted Nichols for murder. He was arrested during a trip home and pleaded not guilty. 

Defense attorney Mike Arnold maintains Casto’s death was an accident. When she died, 

she was the fourth fatality in the Gorge trails in six months. Casto’s mother is certain 

Nichols killed her. Arnold says the physical evidence and science shows it was an 

accident. He believes that the prosecutor, Carrie Rasmussen, was pressured into 

indicting Nichols by true crime writer John Whaley, who could not finish his book until 

the crime was solved. Current investigation has revealed several tawdry elements, 

including insurance policies, a potential love triangle involving Rhonda’s younger sister 

and theft of Social Security payments by Rhonda’s mother. Last week the defense 

motion to dismiss was denied. On-screen text graphic: Later this month, the judge will 

consider reducing Nichols’ $2 million bail. No date has been set for Nichols’ trial. 

Interviewed: Julia Simmonds (Rhonda’s mother); Stephen Nichols (suspect); Stephen 

Nichols, Sr. (father); Mike Arnold (defense attorney); April Meads (hiker, who herself fell 

in the Gorge); Jessica Coleburn, Brandi Arneson, Jen Sconce (friends of Rhonda’s). (C: 

Peter Van Sant - P: Susan Mallie, Leslie Neigher) 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

03/12/16 48 HOURS: “Playing by the Rules?” - a followup to “The Guessing Game” (OAD: 

12/06/08), a report on the 1999 murder of Belinda Temple and her unborn child in Katy, 

Texas. With little evidence to rely on (no DNA, no murder weapon, no fingerprints) 

linking her husband David Temple to the crime, the case stalled. After years of delays, in 

2004 prosecutors got some forensic evidence and pursued the case. Temple was 

arrested for the murder of his wife. He was convicted in 2007 in a trial that pitted two of 

the biggest names in the legal world against each other: renowned defense attorney 

Dick DeGuerin and prosecutor Kelly Siegler, who now stars in her own television series. 



 

At trial, prosecutors portrayed Temple as an unfaithful husband who wanted out of his 

marriage. The defense suggested Belinda Temple was killed in a robbery gone bad. Five 

years later, a new witness came forward and longtime Harris County DA investigator 

Steve Clappart was asked check it out. The outcome of the investigation led Temple’s 

new attorneys, Casie Gotro and Stan Schneider, to allege that Siegler withheld crucial 

evidence from the defense.  Siegler insisted Dick DeGuerin got all the evidence he was 

entitled to see. In July 2015, a hearing was held to determine if David Temple had 

received a fair trial. Judge Larry Gist ruled in Temple’s favor: he listed 36 facts favorable 

to the defense that he said the state should have disclosed, but didn’t or disclosed too 

late to be of any use. The prosecution stands by its decisions. Now the decision is in the 

hands of a higher court. On-screen text graphic: The decision is in the hands of the 

Texas Court of Criminal Appeals. The court may rule at any time. Interviewed: Steve 

Clappart (former investigator, Harris County DA’s office); Kelly Siegler (former 

prosecutor); Dick DeGuerin (former defense attorney); Casie Gotro and Stanley 

Schneider (Temple’s current attorneys). (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Gail Abbott 

Zimmerman, Sarah Prior) (See also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Guessing Game”, OAD: 

12/06/08; 1st Rebroadcast: 02/20/10) 

 

03/19/16 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Eliminating the Threat?” - a report on the case against FBI agent 

Arthur Gonzales, who shot and killed his estranged wife, Julie Gonzales in 2013. 

Gonzales claimed he fired in self-defense, just like he was trained to do. Two previous 

trials resulted in hung juries and he now faces a third trial. Gonzales was a top FBI agent, 

holding positions in California, Texas and New Mexico. In 2010, he was promoted to the 

FBI’s Training Academy in Quantico, Virginia. His personal life was not as successful -- 

the couple was estranged and headed for divorce. Friends and family of Julie Gonzales 

maintain that Art’s version of events is completely out of character for Julie. And the 

police investigation uncovered that Gonzales was having an affair with a co-worker, Cara 

Kast, who was also involved with another FBI agent. Due to the outcome of the two 

previous trials, both the prosecution and defense agreed to a bench trial. During the 

proceedings, prosecutors suggested Art Gonzales relied on his FBI training to stage a 

crime scene to cover up a murder, while the defense maintained the evidence backed 

up Art’s claim of self-defense. In the end, the judge reluctantly declared Gonzales not 

guilty of manslaughter. The FBI fired Gonzales for what it said was a “lack of candor” 

during the murder investigation. On-screen text graphic: Carla Kast married the other 

FBI agent she was involved with. The couple now have a child. Interviewed: Todd Nosal 

(detective); Maryetta and Ray Serna (Julie Gonzales parents); Kim Scott (Julie Gonzales 

boss); Lea Lucero (Julie Gonzales co-worker); Teresa Smith (neighbor); Doug and Jen 

Merel (Art Gonzales supervisor and wife); Eric Olsen (Stafford County Commonwealth 

Attorney); Mark Gardner (defense attorney); Kristin Bird (Prosecutor); Mary McDonald 



 

and Paul Brastrom (jurors); Janet Johnson (FBI agent who worked with Gonzales in New 

Mexico). (C: Susan Spencer - P: Taigi Smith, Gail Abbott Zimmerman) 

 

03/26/16 PREEMPTED 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCAST 

 

03/01/16 CBS NEWS: CAMPAIGN 2016 SUPER TUESDAY - coverage of the results of the 

Democratic and Republican presidential primaries and caucuses in twelve states. CBS 

News projects that Donald Trump has won the Republican primaries in Alabama, 

Georgia, Tennessee, Virginia, and Massachusetts.  Ted Cruz has won Texas and 

Oklahoma. CBS News also projects that Hillary Clinton has won the Democratic 

primaries in at least six states: Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, and 

Virginia. And Bernie Sanders has won Vermont and Oklahoma. Also includes: (1) live 

coverage of Donald Trump speaking to his supporters in Florida; (2) tape of Senator 

Marco Rubio (in Miami) being interviewed a short while ago by Charlie Rose; (3) Nancy 

Cordes at Clinton headquarters in Miami; (4) tape of Hillary Clinton speaking to 

supporters in Miami; (5) taped footage of Bernie Sanders speaking to supporters in 

Vermont; (6) Correspondents Anthony Mason and Elaine Quijano with exit poll results; 

(7) Consultants Bob Schieffer, Peggy Noonan, and Jamelle Bouie with analysis. CBS News 

projects that Donald Trump has won Arkansas; (8) Charlie Rose interviews (live) Senator 

Lindsey Graham (R-SC); (9) Major Garrett at Trump campaign headquarters in Palm 

Beach, Florida; (10) Correspondents Anthony Mason and Elaine Quijano with exit poll 

results; (11) Bob Schieffer, Peggy Noonan, and Jamelle Bouie with analysis; and (12) an 

update on delegate count to date for Hillary Clinton from DeMarco Morgan and (CBS 

News Director of Elections) Anthony Salvanto.  CORRESPONDENTS: Scott Pelley (anchor, 

NY); Norah O’Donnell; Elaine Quijano; Charlie Rose; Anthony Mason; and John 

Dickerson. CONSULTANTS: Bob Schieffer; Peggy Noonan (The Wall Street Journal); and 

Jamelle Bouie (Slate Magazine) (all in NY studio). 
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